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PREFACE 
The aerospace corporations have continually experienced 
organizational restructuring as existing R&D launch vehicle 
programs are completed, and new ones are initiatedo 
Existing capabilities which support the mature program are 
inadequate to achieve new program objectiveso Therefore, 
the aerospace corporations are required to establish an 
embryonic R&D organizational structure which rapidly 
evolves as the program progressese This evolution or 
growtn has been characterized by a continually changing. 
technology, and hence, a continually changing organizational. 
capability. It is this changing organizational capability~ 
mix which is the basis for this dissertationo 
The analysis of the effort expenditures recorded 
during the growth phase of selected R&D launch vehicle 
organizations resulted in an evaluative and predie,tive 
growth phase capability-mix modelo With this model, future 
R&D launch vehicle organizations may be staffed more 
efficiently and effectively during the crucial period known 
as growth phaseo 
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CHAJ?TEB. I 
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
The statement that uman now stands at the threshold of 
space 11 instills the mind wit}'.!. glamorous visions of adventure~ 
However, behind these visions lie a multitude of problems 
that must be conquered. One of these.colossal problems is 
that of determining the optimUITl organizational staffing 
pattern to accomplish this adventure., 
Man's pursuit of technological advances has enabled him 
to realistically attempt spaoe exploration., These same 
technical advances and complexities have generated much of 
the difficulty in determining the proper R&D launch vehicle 
capability-mix which can accomplish th~ desired objectives 
in tne most efficient manner. As new materials and pro-
pulsion systems are developed, so must we develop new 
approaches to the R&D launch vehicle capability-mix problemo 
R&D launch vehicle organizational aspects are ma,ny and 
varied, depending upon specific variables such as organi-
zational type, management, capabilities, and environment, 
to mention a fewQ The interrelations between these different 
variables determine the organizational structure which is 
most appropriate for a particular situation., This 
1 
investigation will be concerned with only one of the above 
mentioned variables, specifically, the capability-mix which 
exists at any discrete time during the growth phase of an 
R&D launch vehicle programo 
2 
Barnard (1) defines an organization as a system of 
consciously coordinated personal activities or forceso This 
is the achievement of objectives in a collective fashiono 
It means that the sequences of activity necessary to achieve 
the objectives are too much for one individual, and thus, 
are divided into smaller segments which may be accomplished 
by the individual contriqutors of the organizationo At the 
individual level these segments may be viewed as roles. At 
the group level the segments may be viewed as departments. 
These segments are integrated or organized in a particular 
sequence or pattern designed to achieve the organizational 
objectives., The resulting pattern constitutes the organi,... 
zational structure. Organizations, therefore, have an 
initial or intended structure which is simply a static 
picture of the pattern of the segments as planned by manage-
ment, in order for the contributors to assist in achieving 
the organizational objectives. This intended or proposed 
organizational structure is of vital concern when thousands 
of contributors are involved, The organizations which have 
evolved in the support of the Apollo Program are typical 
examples. 
In the structuring of organizations to cope with the 
development of lm;ge l~unch vehicles for the Apollo Program, 
certain events are qbserved as taking place. Primary among 
these events is a continual change in the capability-mix 
3 
as the organization evolves. It is this capability-mix, 
especially during the organization'$ period of growth, which 
can cause an organization to ultimately succeed or fail. It 
may be theorized that the efficiency and effectiveness of an 
organization are directly related to the changing capability-
mix. Hence, knowledge of the proper capability-mix for a 
specific time period of .a program can be extremely beneficial. 
When speaking of organizations in a general fashion, 
the terms growth and size are frequently utilized inter-
changeably, which can lead to considerable confusion. Since 
this investigation will consider only the growth phase of 
R&D launch vehicle programs, Qverall definitions are 
desirable. Organizational growth may be defined as an 
internal process of the organization, which brings about 
certain directions of development. From a biological point 
of view, growth has a natural connotation. Penrose (2) 
describes growth as a process which occurs under "normal" 
conditions or when nothing restricts or inhibits it. Size 
is a resultant character~stic of growth. However, it should 
be noted that other results of growth exist. Size possesses 
the advantage of being easily observed and measured, and 
henceforth, receives considerable attention in organizational 
analysis. 
The external conditions for organizational growth are 
numerous in today's society. Among the most important, 
4 
according to Litterer (3), are: the demand for the 
organization's output; tlle possibility of obtaining a 
$peoial opportunity, such as a monopoly through patents or 
franchise; and the high cost of entry to the field which may 
keep other organizatio:i;is from being established to exploit 
developing demand. 
However, organizatio:Q.al growth is not spontaneous. It 
is the result of management decisions, decisions to increase 
production in response to demand, decisions to stimulate 
demand, or decisions to create a demand. The relationships 
between spec~fic deci~ions and the -ultimate growth of the 
organization may not be recognizable, but organizational 
growth is necessarily dependent upon some decisions and 
the actions which follow theme These decisions are also 
functions of the goals pursued by the members of the 
organization. Hence, organizational growth ordinarily takes 
place when the i;ncreased size is viewed positively as 
related to the achievement of the organization°s goals, 
together with the goals of the individual members of the 
·, 
organizatione The difftculty is to achieve organizational 
growth in the desired effort expenditure categoriese 
History of the Effort Expenditure Problem 
The field of launch vehicle effort expenditures is 
very lucrative to the researcher. However, prior to 
plunging into a full scale investigation, it is necessary 
to isolate the problem areas, specify the constraints to oe 
imposed upon the investigation, and finally, suggest an 
alternative approach or technj,que toward a satisfactory 
solution of the problem. 
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A study by Peck and Scherer (4) indicates that ten of 
eleven R&D launch vehicle programs exceeded original effort 
expenditure expectations by a factor of 2o2. Although the 
entire R&D program was considered by Peck and Scherer, it 
appears that the effort expenditure expectations were the 
least accurate during the early portions of the program, 
commonly known as the growth phaseo The assumption that a 
definite problem exists is valid since the growth phase of 
R&D launch vehicle programs have consistently exceeded their 
original estimateso 
The classical approach in the analysis of R&D launch 
vehicle effort expenditure$ is to consider the total R&D 
program from initiation to cornpletionG The total effort 
for a specified effort category is then divided by the total 
launch vehicle weight which was produced during the R&D 
program. The result is the generally employed hours of 
effort required for each pound produced. Hence, if the 
total weight for a proposed program is known, the above 
process may be reversed and the resulting value is an 
estimate of the total effort required for a particular 
effort category, within a certain program. However, the 
fallacy in this approach is the uncertainty associated with 
total weight values prior to design completion and the 
failure to consider other program parametersa Hence, the 
6 
usual assumption is that the weight data is normally of such 
a major concern that :reasonably good weights are ordinarily 
available early in the program. Thus, it is difficult to 
develop a concrete approach to the estimation problem with 
a structurally unsound foundation. 
The Research Problem 
The point of real o6ncerl'.l in analyzing data from past 
R&D launch vehicle programs is not only the total cost, 
total effort expenditure, or total time elapsed. Even more 
significant are the relationshi]:ls which exist between the 
major categories of effort during incremental time periods 
of the R&D progrl;l.m& Furthermore, does a pattern appear for 
these relationships as a function of time, which might be 
useful for predictive and evaluative purposes? 
The proposed investigation will attempt to establish 
the above mentioned patterns and relationshipso Once 
established, these may serve as a basis to assist in the 
evaluation of future contractor proposals on R&D launch 
vehicle programs. Furthermore, it appears that a better 
method can be developed to lend some validity to the 
enormous problem of estimating what the capability-mix 
should be during the various periods of an R&D launch 
vehicle program~ The proposed investigation will not 
attempt to be all encompassing. Instead, it will concentrate 
on the most crucial :portion of the program, the growth 
phaseA It is theorized at this time that if the proper 
capability-mix is achieved du,ri,ng the growth phase of the 
program, the major obstacles to object:ive accomplishment 
will have been achi~ved. ?µrthermore, the contractor will 
be less inclined to over-staff his work force on this 
particular progrt;lm, since reduction in effort expenditures 
would be already under w~y. The natural tendency for the 
individuals possessing the desired capabilities is to leave 
a prograin which is in tne negative slope portion of the 
effort expenditure curve, a,nd to seek ~mployment on a 
"going" program. Hen9e, the capability-mix beyond the 
growth phase of the program should be easier to control if 
the proper capability-mix is achieved during the growth 
phase. 
Objectives to be Attained 
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The majorol;)je9t;i.ve.of this invel:;ltigation is to develop 
a logical, systematic, step-by-step approach for determining 
the proper capability-mix at a specific point during the 
growth phase of an R&D launch vehicle prograrne This 
objective will be accpmplished through the development of 
a model which represents four growth phase effort expendi-
ture categories thrqugh six interdependent ratioso 
Another objective is to develop witnin the model an 
acceptable range of ratio values associated with specified 
time intervals of the growth phase. This would permit the 
use of the model in the evaluation of R&D launch vehicle 
program co:i;itractor prppo~als. 
A third objective is that the model possess the 
inherent ability to provide estimates or predictions of the 
effort expenditure ratio for a selected time interval of 
the growth phase. Attainment of this objective would 
:provide a ~eans for tracking and adjusting the capability-
mix once the progra.m is underway. 
8 
A fourth objective is that the model permit a retracing 
of actions at any time in the future. Fulfillment of this 
objective will assure consistency in all capability-mix 
estimates, since all elements will have been considered in· 
a similar fashion. 
Phases of the Investigation 
The first phase of the investigation was a literature 
survey. This phase served as a period of orientation for 
the researcher and proved extremely valuable. The results 
of the literature survey are noted as references within the 
text. Jt should be noted that little research has been 
accomplished with respect to R&D launch vehicle growth 
phase capability-mix. 
The second phase of the investigation was a critical 
analysis of ot~er techniques utilized in determining effort 
expenditures to ascertain if any were directly applicable to 
the si-cua-cion being studied. In addition to the classical 
approach, the techniques were of two general classifications. 
These were the determination of total effort expenditures 
as a function of total cost when: (a) first R&D unit cost 
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is known; and, (h) fin~t o~erational unit cost is available. 
Once the total effort exp~nditures are determined, the total 
is distributed to the various time intervals of the program. 
However, it is virtually im:possible to determine the first 
R&D unit cost .. Hence, thi!;l portion of the investigation 
verified the need for an alternative method. The determi-
nation of the capability-mix during the growth phase of R&D 
launch vehicle l)rograms, may be considered an alternative 
method. The developed alternative should pe readily 
applicable to the average, space-related R&D launch vehicle 
programp 
The third phase of the resea~ch was an investigation 
of the manpower expenditures for each of four effort 
categori~s, during the growth phase of five R&D launch 
vehicle programs, Th.is data was analyzed and.synthesized 
to formulate an alternative solution to the problem. 
The fourth phase of the investigation was the testing 
of the developed model with a two-part test case, to 
ascert~in whether the objectives of the investigation had 
been attainedo The test case illustrates the evaluative 
features of the developed model. The fifth and final phase 
of the investigation illustrates the use of the model as 
a predictive device. 
CHAPTER II 
MODEL FOBMULATlON 
Background 
The researcher is frequently confronted with the model 
development problem .. Should the model be based upon 
measurement and exper:iment, pure mathematics, or a combi-
nation of both? The methodology of physical measurements is 
somewhat easier to comprehend than a pure mathematical 
approach .. Basically, this is because one can rep~at a 
physical experiment maey times under controlled conditiQns 
and arrive rather easily at an objective measurement, as 
well as a calculation of the expected experimental error$ 
In a management environment, it is difficult to 
simulate an exact situation and .to carry out experiments 
due to many interdependent factors, and the cost involvedo 
Therefore, we must content ourselves with statistical 
measurements, obtained by observing a number of similar 
situationso Analysis of these statistics permits the 
development of function€:1.l relationships or theoretical 
distributionso Starting from such analyses, and proceed~ng 
through a synthesis process, a mathematical model may be 
developedo 
Bursk and Chapman (5) describe a model as a simplified 
10 
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representation of an operatio:q., containing only those 
aspects which are of primary importance to the problem under 
study~ Manipulating the model its~lf make$ it possible to 
determine the effects of changes in the system, rather than 
imposing changes on the modeled entity~ 
There are several different general types of research· 
models which might be utilized in this investigationo Most 
of these models are mathematical in form,, consisting of a 
set of equflt:i.ons relating significant programmatic variables 
in the operation und.er study, to the outcome~ The model to 
·be developed is of this type, being specifically designated 
as a symbolic model. The primary purpose of this model is 
to r~present the system under study through symbols. The 
secondary purpose 1$ to aid i:p. the analysis and synthesis of 
the four effort categories. 
System Structure 
The analysis and synthesis of the data, and the sub-
sequent development of the model, will depend to a large 
extent upon the system structure. The structure has been 
conveniently broken dow.p. into workable constituent cate-
gories., The following list of effort categories represents 
in total, aJJ ... the possible combinations ano. types of direct 
labor effort which occur at any one t~me ~uring the growth 
phase of an R~D lawich vehicle program. Obviously, some 
very distinct. effort categories have be~n conta:i,.ned within 
the four categories whic;:h ;follow., However, additional 
12 
0 detail may be added at any time, once the original concept 
has been developed, tested, and proven. Tbe symbolic 
. . . 
notation in parenthesis following each effort category title 
shall be used throughout the investigation. The effort 
categories and their respective descriptions are: 
1. Engineering (E) 
2. Manufacturing (M) 
Jo Tooling (T) 
Includes all effort 
associated with the design 
and development of the 
stage, ground test articles, 
stage support equipment, 
models, moclrups, and 
component tests. 
~ Supports all effort 
associated with the fabri-
cation, assembly, in-plant 
test, system tests, program 
planning, documentation, 
and sustaining manufacturing 
for the stage. 
- All effort associated with 
the design, fabrication, 
installation, and ch.eck-.out 
of the basic tooling, and 
i ,,the sustaining .. -tqol::i,_ng 
,. r·ef:fort • 
.4°' ,!Qua1.li;ty As,suranc,~ . (Q) -i ·Irtclude.s,. 1 all .ef.fort 
·utiliz,ed for tlhe ·.quall.ity 
13 
inspection and reliability 
assur~ce during stage 
manufacture, test, and 
acceptance .. 
Functional relationships will ,E;.2.! be developed directly 
for the engineering, manufacturing, tooling, and quality 
assurance categories. Inste!:id, .six unitless :ratios will be 
developed from the. four effort categories given above, where 
six i~ the number of combinations of four different things 
ta)cen two at a time, without regard to the assignment of 
the things in a group. The resulting ratio groups, together 
with the symbolic notation, are shown below: 
Engineering/Manufacturi~g 
Engineering/Tooling 
Engi;neering/Quality Ass1,1rance 
Manutact~ring/Tooling 
Manufacturing/Quality Assurance 
Quality Assurance/Tooling 
(E/M) 
(E/T) 
(E/Q) 
(lVI/T) 
(M/Q) 
(Q/T) 
The above six ratio groups are the nucleus of the total 
modelo It is felt that a detailed mathematical analysis of 
these ratio groups will facilitate the actual development 
of the total model. Each of these ratio gr9ups will be 
developed as a functional relationship where the. value of 
th~ effort ratio will be dependent upon a time valueo 
Algebraically, the dependent variables as a function of the 
independent variable are: 
( E/M) n ::;: f ( t) n 
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(E/T)+l = f(t)n 
(E/Q)n = f(t)n 
(M/T)n = f(t)n 
(lVI/Q) n ::; f(t)n 
(Q/T)n = f(t)n 
where 
t = a value of time between 0.0 and 1PO, and 
n = a selected time value during the growth phaseo 
Prediction limits will then be developed for individual 
values of the independent variable. This will permit the 
use of the model in an evaluative fashiona Substitution of 
a discrete time value into the developed functional relation-
ships will permit the model to be utiiized in a predictive 
fashiono 
Growth Phl;lSe 
The growth phase is detined as tne time beginning with 
program initiation and continuing until the effort summation 
for the four effort categories achieves a maximume It is 
entirely possible that this maximum point for the total 
expenditures is beyond the maximum effort expenditure point 
for at least one of the effort categories~ This situation 
is illustrated in Figure 1 where the engineering effort is 
shown declining prior to the tota:i peak effort expenditurea 
Furthermore, it should be noted that the engineering or 
manufacturing category generally has achieved maximum effort 
expenditure prior to termination of the growth phasee 
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Intuition would cause one to anticipate that manufacturing 
effort tends to predominate toward the end of an R,&D lau.nch 
vehiole program growth phase .. However, it appears that the 
proper expenditure of engineering effort early in the growth 
phase causes an earlier decrease in engineering effort 
during the final quarters of the growth phase. 
In an effort to $implify the handling of the independent · 
variable, time, with:i,.n the defined gro.wth phase, program 
initiation is assigned a value of o.o, while·the termination 
of the growth phase is assigned a value of 11>00 Hence, tb.e 
only possible value$ of titrie wllich are available for the 
model lie within these 'bounds. 
Model Assumptions 
The development of a predictive or evaluative model 
must, of necessity, be based up~m certain general assumptions .. 
The statement of these assumptions is necessary to establish 
a reasonable bound upon the nebulous areas. The assumptions 
associated with this investigation are: 
1. Empirical information accounts for average delays, 
average changes, and ~verage effort increases. 
Therefore, itis not necessary to modify the data 
- . 
to compensate for this aspecto 
2. The engineerini, manufacturing, tooling, and 
quality assurance effort categories adequately 
represent the overall direct effort expenditures 
for a p~rticular time periodo 
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Jo R&D launch vehicle programs receive sirr).ilar 
national ~riority ratings during the growth phase 
of the program. 
4. The contractors are and have been conscientiously 
and accurately reporting the direct effort hours 
which occur for their particular program, on the 
NASA FORlV.I 5;33 {Contractor Financial Management 
Report), J3udget Bureau. Noo 104-R011.J, as required 
by NASA Man~gement M~nual 6-2-4~ 
5.. Consideration will. be limit~d to large launch 
vehicles/stages, 14,000 <Large< 290,000, where 
the unit of the limitation is vehicle/stage dry 
weight in pounds. 
6. Each p~ogra.m must accomplis;h a similar number of 
state,...of-the,..art advances to achieve the program 
objective .. 
7o The derived results will be in terms of effort 
ratioso The model will~, nor is it designed 
to provide the required effort expenditures for 
a particular effort category at a specified time. 
8. The model considers only the R&D prime cont:ractor 
direct effort expenditures on the stage, thereby 
excluding launch effort and any effort expended 
on operational stages. 
The above assumptions narrow the field of investigatiop. 
to a specific area, yet are flexible· enough to permit the 
development of a feasible and workable growth phase effort 
CH.APTER IlI 
DATA COLLEC~?ON 
General 
The collectiori of em:pirica.l data on launo);l vehicles is 
very 't:i,.me .... oqnsuming, and in some iso+ateg. instances, 
impossibleo The metbods in which ~ecord,.s of past progr0rms 
have:i been· maintaine.d are, in many instances, df;fficu.l t to . · 
.comprehend. 0:p.ly a continuing oogniza:n.ce of government and 
in,dustry finanoiE;U management systems permits one to extract 
the desired information from the mountain of report1:1 avail-
able. In general, government agencies are somewhat con-
sistent in record keeping, from the erta,no,point <>f providing 
conversion codes when chan~ing !rom one method of record 
maintenance .to another. Industry is far from consistent, 
when comparing one company with several others. Each 
oompar+y has definite :peculiar aspects suitable to top 
management•s desires or old J.ine company poli~ieso However, 
some uniformity among contractor repo~ting of effort 
expendi tu.res has been achieve.d with, the development and 
required us~ of Bud.get :Sl,ll"eau For,m, No. 104-R011.1, as 
prescribed by NASA Mar;i.agement Manual 6-2~4. 
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Data-Sources/Constraints 
The empirical. information collected and utilized in 
this investigation was available directly from. within. govern-
ment agencies • .4).though ind~stry is reluctant to 'provide 
empirical data so as not tQ jeopardize their competitive . 
poeition, the present financial management arrangements for 
R&D launch vehicle ,;programs serve thi·s purpose quite 
adequately. 
Since only the growth phase of e~ch program was of 
interest, it was of . the utmost importance that empiric.al 
data be availaQle for the early phases of the program. In 
most cases, this necessitated examining the original letter 
contract agreement between the governm~nt and the contractor, 
and extracting the appropri~te data. Since the phas:j.ng-out 
of the letter contract, and the phasing-in of. the prim.a 
contract, represent overlapping areas when depicted on a 
time scale, it was necessary to combine the two sets of 
effort values to acquire a true representation of the 
original situation. Furthermore, it was necessary to 
collect data considerably beyond the maximum point of to~al 
effort expenditures to ascertain that the maximum point had 
been achieved. 
The data was available for discrete time periods of 
three months, or one quarter. aence, the point of maximum 
total effort expenditures was recorded in terms of quarter~. 
It should be noted that the .number of quarters required to 
achieve the peak of the growth phase varies between programs, 
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as would be expects~ .. Uowever, this difference in the 
number of quarters to grovvth·phase :peEµt is not a problem. 
The quarter in whic:h the growth phase rea¢hes peak will be 
represented on the time scale by tne value of 1.0.. Each 
other quarter value will then be divided by the value of the 
original maximum.q_ua:rter to achieve some positive decimal 
value less than 1.0. 
It should be note~, however, thit the actual direct 
effort data is not presented, nor wtilized, in any fashion 
within the scopf;l of· this investigat.iQn. Instead, a codine; 
process, which prod~oes no adverse effects and does not 
. . 
distort the empirical data, has been utilized to protect 
the original data from unnecessary exposure • 
. For the pur;_pose of t.his investigation, the collected 
· di,rect manhol),t vaJ.ues will serve a~ the basis fo;r the 
dependent variab;Les, namely, th,e various developed .ratios. ·. 
The stability associated with the hour as co1J1pared to the 
monetary aspect, dollars, sugsests that man.hours will 
provide more valid results.· It is recognized that the 
various man.hours can read:i.ly be converted to the monetary 
unit with little difficulty, j,.f so desired, However, the 
end result of this investigation is not concerned with any 
conversion method to arrive at monetary V{tl..ues .. 
~he Empirical Data 
The results of the d.ata collection phase of the investi~ 
gation, together with the im~osed constraints and coding 
effect, are shown in Tables I through v. In each oase, 
three quarters of effort beyond the growth·phase peak are 
provided to definitely establish the quarter of maximum 
effort expenditure. The quarter of peak expenditures is 
designated by an asterisk in the totals column. 
It ;i.s immediately. t;1.pparent that only a limited number 
of R&D launch vehicle system.$ were considered. aowever, it 
must be noted that the uni;verse of R&;D launch vehicle 
programs, which are available for consideration in this 
investigation, is. relatively small. lience, the sample size 
is limited. CaJ.culation of an exact value for the sa.mple 
size is not neceesa.r,y, since a larger sample size capnot 
be obtained. In a controlled eJq>erimElnt, the desired sample 
size is more readily obtainable. However·, when dealing with 
reaJ. life situations the desired a.moi.mt of raw data may be 
difficult to obtain. 
Al though t.he nu,mber of R8:D programs utilized is small, 
the µ:ianner in which the data.is analyzed. results in 75 data 
se.ts from the five programe. Hence; the sample $iZe is 
quite adequate when considered in this fashion .. This 
approach to the data analysis phase of the investigation is 
considered to utilize the available data to the fullest 
extent possible. 
Sample Population Sim.ilari ty 
A commo:p. proble~ in the collection of data is to 
determine whether several samples should be regarded as 
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TABLE I 
PROG-RAM "A" DIRECT EfFQ;RT EXPENDJTURES (Thousands of Man.hours) 
Qtr. E T. Q Totals 
1 128.44 148.72 23.65 30.41 331.22 
2 253.50 300.82 47.31 59.53 661.16 
.3 377.90 446.15 68.90 94.63 947.58 
4 500.23 598.26 93.33 125.05 1316087 
5 602.94 754.38 114.91 155.48 1627071 
... 
6 726 .. 70 902.45 136.50 1a9.21 1954.92 
7 819.26 1061.32 158e86 219.70 2259.14 
8 896.34 ·1172.86 189.27 244.65 2503.12 
9 948.47 1262.04 216.32 260.26 2687 .. 09 
10 999.17 1354.07 235~30 270.40 2858.94 
1 1 1049 .. 88 1453.40 260.26 271. 70 3035.24 
12 1090.43 1537.90 269.10 .277. 15 3174-58 
13 1124.88 . 1612. 26 273.77 288.60 3299.51 
14 1153 .. 22 1667.63 · 280. 53 305.50 3406 .. 88 
15 1166 .• 10 1730.56 285.22 327.85 3509.,73 
16 1184 .. 30 1777.87 296 .. 91 358.27 i 3617 .. 35* 
17 1165.,45 .1715 .. 74 ~90.68 354~90 3526.77 
18 1128.92 1616.29 283.,92 348.14 3377.27 
19 1087.71 1524.J8. 276.51 338.00 . 3226. 60 
* Denotes growth phase peak. 
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T,ABI,E II 
PROGRAM "B'' DIRECT ;EFFORT EXPENDITURES (Thousands o! Ma.nhours) · 
Qtr. E M T Q Totals 
1 685.09 128.70 42.90 26.00 882.69 
2 717-59 143.00 58.50 49.40 968.49 
3 7210 50: 211.89 61.09 76.70 1011.18 
4 705.90 352.29 150. 80 331.50 1540.49 
5 937.30 536.90 ~24.89 261,30 1960.39 
6 1011.20 887.90 291.20 257.40 2507. 70 .. 
7 1010.09 1049.10 301. 60 276.90 2637.69 
., 
8 · 1427. 40 .1353.30 365. 29 , 347.10 3493.09 · 
9 1281.80 2044.90 305.50 426.40 4058.60 
10 1514,50 2355.60 352.29 468.00 4690,39 
11 1610. 69 2468. 70 362.70 542.10 49)84.19 
12 1688.69 2431,00 413.40 542.10 5075.19 
13 1764.10 2187.90 386.10 53 lo 70 4869.80 
14 2572~70 3053,70 430.29 585000 6641.69 
15 2083.90 3534.70 387.40 . 692. 90 6698.90 
16 2314.00 3506.10 416.00 799 .. 50 7035, 60* 
17 1795.30 3052.40 265,.20 824.20 5937. 10 
18 1740.70 23.56. go 367. 90 747.50 5213.00 
19 1433.90 2548.00 245,70 629.20 4856.80 
-
* Denotes ~rowth phase peak. 
Qtr. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
, 15 
* 
TABLE III 
PROGRAM 11 C11 DIRECT EFFORT EXPENDITURES (Thous;3nds of Manhours) 
E M T Q 
139.36 70.33 38.73 10.92 
212028 81.25 45050 13.00 
568.75 463 .. 70 89.30 26.90 
878040 509.85 132 .. 60 79.03 
1048.70 675047 145.86 112.71 
1102 .. 65 858,00 231 .. 52 131. 30 
1107.60 1054.82 299.77 155.35 
1229.66 1715 .. 73 205 .. 92 150. _80 
1383.71 1909.56 320.19 180.30 
1406.07 2074.27 327.98 223.72 
1437.80 2088.45 238.02 200 .. 45 
1384 .. 50 2444.00 131 .. 30 254 .. 80 
1160 .. 90 2620 .. 80 93.60 166.40 
1137 0 50 2592020 67. 60 318.50 
999.,70 1775 .. 80 52000 301 .. 60 
Denotes growth phase peak .. 
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Totals 
259 .. 34 
352003 
1148 .. 65 
1599 .. 88 
1982 .. 74 
2323 .. 47 
2617.54 
3302. 11 
3793. 76 
4032 .. 04 
3964 .. 72 
4214 .. 60* 
4041 Q70 
4115080 
3129010 
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TABLE lV 
PROGRAM "D" DIRECf EFFORT EXPENDITURES (Thousands of Manhou~s) 
. Qtr. E M T Q Totals 
1 47.31 7.01 11.56 2.07 671195 
2 192.26 28~46 18.20 8.57 247.49 
3 361.26 37.44 92.94 13.64 505.28 
4 376.86 52.00 97.50 20.80 547.16 
5 436.53 9$.80 162.50 28.60 726043 
6 520091 468.00 247.00 39.00 .. 127 4. 91 
7 588.64 435.50 156.00 52.00 1232.14 
8 557.95 494.00 162.50 91.00 1305.45 
9 522.2.0 747.50 130.00 84.50 1484.20 · 
10 401. 56 845,00 240.50 84.50 1571.. 56 
1 1 459.94 858.00 234.00 130.00 1681. 94 . 
12 830.05 923.00 200.97 156.00 g110.02 ·. 
13 643.10 838.88 178.75 130.00 1790 .. 73 . 
14 722.80 987.60 190.70 156000 2057 .. 10 
. 15 930.93 882.95 168.08 . 188 .. 50 2170.46* 
16 658 .. 84 601. 90 104.00 165.10 1529.84 
17 683.67 658.45 88.40 161.20 1591.72 
18 495.95 343.07 71.50 131.30 1041.82 
* Denot_es. growth pl+ase peak. 
·Qtr. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 . 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
* 
TABLE V 
PROGRAM "Fu DIRECT.EFFORT EXl?ENDITURES (Thousands of .Manhours) 
~ lVl T Q 
108.16 16.25 3.90 2.46 
216.32 35.36 8.84 5.32 
310.96 54.08 . 16.25 10.01 
439.40 108.16 28.60 18.45 
567.83 199.42 43.93 27 .04 
676.00 . 277.41 81.11 33.80 
811. 20 381.94 125.05 60.83 
973.43 473.20 155-48 67"60 
1061.32 517.14 152.10 87.87 
1183.00 550.~4 152.10 121.67 
1284.40 574.60 148.72 135.20 
1372~27 605.02 145.33 169.00 
1439.87 645.57 145-33 182.51 
1487 .19 686.13 145.33 189.27 
1548 .. 03 753.73 145.33 196.03 
1622 ... 40 807081 145.33 202.80 
1541 .. 28 814.58 158.86 202.80 
1480.44 824.72 162.24 202.80 
1426.36 827.84 165.62 202.80 
Denotes growth phase peak. 
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Total$ 
130.77 
265.84 
. 391.30 
594.61 
840.22 
1068.32 • 
1379.,02 
166~.71 
1818.43 
2007.71 
2142.92 
2291.62 
2413. 28 
2507.92 
2643 .. 12 
2778.34* 
2717.52 
2670.20 
2622.62 
coming from the same population. In this investigation, th~ 
question arises as to whether the five R&D launch vehicle 
programs are derived from the same or similar populations. 
Almost invariably, 1:1amples will differ, and the question is 
whether the differences signify differences among the 
populations, or are merely the chance variations to be 
expected among random sa.to.ples from the same population. 
When this problem arises, one tends to assume that the 
samples are of approximately the same form, in the sense 
that if they differ it is merely due to shift or translat;iqn. · 
Friedman (6) states that the 0 metho(i of ranks" can be 
applied to data classified by two or more criteria to 
determine whether the factors used as criteria of classifi-
cation have a significant influence on the variate 
classified. Stated differently, the 11niethod of ranks" tests 
the nypothesis that the values of the variate, corresponding 
to each subdivision by one of the factors, are homogeneous, 
that is, from the same universe. 
The "method of ra.nk;s" utilizes information based solelr 
on "order" and makes no use of th~ quantitative values of 
the variate as suah. For this reason, an assumption need 
not be made as to the nature of the underlying universe. 
Since the nature ot the ~derlying universe of R&D launch 
vehicle programs is unknown at this time, it appears that a. 
non-parametric rank test will provide the necessary infer~ 
mation to make a de.termination of sample population 
similarity. 
The rank test to be utilized for this determination is 
the Kruskal-Wallis (7) H-Test. The H-Test requires that all 
the observations be ranked together, that is, to array the 
N observations in order of magnitude and replace the 
smallest by one, the next to the smallest by two, and so on, 
the largest being replaced by N, and then, the sum of the 
ranks obtained for each sample. The test statistic to be 
computed, provided there are no ties, is: 
where 
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H ;;: N(N+ 1) 
R,2 
1 
-;· ni - 3(N+1) 
c = the number of samples, 
n1 = the number of observations in the ith sample, 
N = L ni' the number of. ooservations in all 
samples combined, E;llld 
' Ri = the sum of the ranks in the ith sample. 
The null hypothesis associated with the H~Test is that 
the samples all come from the same or identical populations. 
Large values of H lead to the rejection of the null hypothe-
sis·, while small values lead to acceptance., Since the n1 are 
not too small, and the samples come from the continuous pqpu-
lations, His distributed as chi-square, permitting use of 
readily available tables of chi-square. 
To acquire the necessary values for the H-Test,_ it is 
necessary to swn the growth phase effort expenditure values, 
by effort category, for each of the five R&D launch vehicle 
programs. This results in a 4 x 5 matrix as shown in 
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Table VI. The values in Table VI are now ranked for all 
N values, with N = 20, as shown in Table VII. 
The necessary mathematical operations, which permit 
direct substitution in the H-Test equation above, are also 
shown in Table VIIo Substituting the calculated values into 
the equation results in the. following: 
12b2323) Heal = . 2 ( 21) · - 3 ( 21 ) = 3. 3 6 • 
Entering the chi-square table with c-1 = 4 degrees of 
freedom, with an c<= 0 a 05, we note the table value of H is 
9. 488. Since the calculated H value is less than the 
table H value, we accept the null hypothesis. We conclude 
the five R&D lat.inch vehicle programs are not significantly 
different from one another, and furthermore, are derived 
from the same population~ If the programs are, in fact, 
from different populations, this difference in population 
sources is not detectable from the sample data, at the 
specified value of alphao Hence, from a statistical point 
of view, we are confident that the five programs possess 
similar characteristics and attributeso 
Thus, the data collection phase of the investigation 
resulted in the acquisition of data on five R&D launch 
veh~cle programs, with a growth phase total of 75 obser-
vations for each effort category. The nonparametric H-iest 
resulted in the acceptance of the null hypothesis that the 
samples were derived from the same populationo The chapter 
which follows initiates the data analysis phase of the 
Effort 
Category 
E 
lVI 
T 
Q 
TABLE VI 
TOTALS OF GROWTH PHASE DIRECT EFFORT EXPENDITURES 
( Thousands of -Manhours) 
Program 
A B c D 
13021076 22106045 11899.48 7592030 
·-· 
18780-e 69 26245068 13945.43 7704 .. 14 
2950 .. 14 4449 .. 95 2206 .. 69 2291 .. 20 
3478 .. 54 6214 .. 00 1539.28 1185 .. 18 
F 
15101 .. 78 
6686 .. 76 
1642073 
1509.86 
l..,.J 
__.. 
R 
N 
R2/n 
TABLE VII 
H=TES~ ON TOTALS OF GROWTH PHASE DIRECT EFFORT EXPENDITURES 
Program 
A B c D F 
7 9 3 1 2 
8 10 5 6 4 
15 19 14 12 11 
18 20 16 13 17 
48 58 38 32 34 
4 4 4 4 4 In=N=20 
576 841 361 256 289 l(R2/n)=2}23 
\.,..} 
I\) 
CHAJ?TER IV 
DATA ANALYSIS 
The Approach 
The data analysis phase of any inv~stigation must be 
thoroughly outlined from initiation through completion if 
unnecessary computations and operations are to be avoided. 
Such a procedure would undoubtedly begin with the desired 
objective and then establish the sequence of basic mathe-
matical and statistical operations necessary to attain this 
objectiveo Then the logic and methodology may be fully 
developed toward the achievement of the overall objective. 
Since the desired objective is a predictive and 
evaluative growth phase model for R&D launch vehicle 
programs, the logic and rationale shall be developed toward 
this goalo Functional relationships are considered to 
depict the change of the capability-mix as a function of 
time o Since 75 data points are available for each ratio 
group, with a corresponding time value, it appears that 
regression analysis or the method of least squares would 
provide the desired resultso The regression equation would 
serve as a predictive model; the regression equation with 
applicable prediction limits would serve as the evaluative 
model o 
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However, prior to subjecting the data to regression 
analysis, determination of the underlying distribution for 
each ratio group is necessary. Regression analysis and the 
method of least squares assum~s the dependent variable data 
is derived from a population with a normal distribution. 
Therefore, it will be necessary to perform a normality test 
in an effort to mcµre this determinationo 
Essentially the same input is required for both the 
normality test and the regression analysiso Thus, the four 
categories of collected empirical data will be converted 
into this input, namely, six distinct, yet interrelated 
ratioso The first phase of the ~ata analysis may now be 
initiatedo 
Rapid turn-around time and easy manipulation of the 
data is necessary if a predict:j.ve or evaluative technique 
is to be useful. With this concept in mind, computer 
programs have been developed and utilized during the data 
analysis phase of the investigation for those procedures 
which lend themselves most readily to computer operations,. 
ijatio Calculations 
The collected empirical growth phase data for the four 
effort categories shown in Tables I through V must now be 
placed in a fashion which will permit the other phases of 
the analysis to proceedo In essence, this implies the 
calculation of the six effort expenditure ratios as a 
function of time, as defined in Chapter IIo The Ratio 
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Program, described in Appendix A-1, was utilized in making· 
these computationso The resulting effort e~penditure ratios, 
together with the corresponding growth phase time values, 
for the five considered programs, are shown in Tables VIII 
through XIIa The associated growth phase time values 
represent the 75 increments of time being considered for the 
five programs, for each of the six ratio groupso 
It should be noted that the magnitudes of these ratios 
v~ry considerably between ratio groups. The largest ratio 
value is observed for the E/Q ratio group, while ~he 
smallest ratio value is noted for the Q/T ratio group. 
These ratios depict the capability-mix which exist~ or 
existed during the specified period of timeo As an example, 
~ E/M ratio of 6. 7 at a time of Q.0666 indicates that during 
the first quarter of a 15 quarter program, six and seven-
tenths hours of engineering effort were expended for each 
hour of manufacturing effort expendedo The interrelation-
ships between the six ratio groups become obvious, since a 
change in any one of the four basic effort expenditure 
categories will cause an incremental change in three of the 
six ratio groups. It becomes immediately evident that 
indiscriminate basic effort expenditure value changes cannot 
occur without detectione Furthermore, any attempt to com-
pensate for one change in the basic effort expenditure 
category, with still t;mother change, will cause at least 
five ratio values to be involved. Thus, additional con-
straints are being placed upon the estimator, forcing him to 
TABl..E VIII 
PROGRAM 1 A' DIRECT EFFORT. EXPENDITURE RATIOS 
TIME E/M E/T E/Q MIT M/.Q Q/T 
Oe0625 Oe8636 5e4308 4e2236 6e2883 4e8904 le2858 
Oel250 Oe8426 5e3582 4e2583 6e3584 5e0532 1.2sa2· 
o.-1a1s o.e470 5.4847 3.9934 6.4753 4e7146 le3734 
Oe2500 Oe836l 5.3597 4e0002 6 .. 4101 4e7841 le3398 
-0.3125· o.7992 Se 2470. 3e8779 6e5649 4e8519 · 1.3530 · .. 
0113750 o.sos2 5e3238 3·8394 6·6113 4e7680 le3865 
0.4375 .. o. 7719 5el571 3e7289 6e6808. 4e8307 le3829 
o.sooo o.7642 4.7357 3e6637 6el967 4e7940 le2925 
Oe5625 o.1s1s 4e38Z.5 3e6443 5e834l 4e8491. 1.2031 
Oa6250 0.1319 4e2463 3e695l 5e7546 s.0010 lel491 · 
o.6875 0.1223 4.0339 3e8641 · s.sa.44 s.3492 le0439 .·· 
o.1soo 0.1090 4e052l 3.9344 5e7l49 5.5459· le0299 
Oe8l25 0.6977 4.1088 3.5977 5eS891 5e5864 le0541 
o.a1so o.6915 4e ll08 3.774.8 5.944,5· 5e4586. 1.0890 
.. 
-0.9375 0.6738 4e0884 3e556.8 6e0674 5e278S -lel494 
c.,.:> 
1.0000 o.6661 3e9887 3e3056 5e9879 4e9623 ·1.2066 -.J 
TABLE IX 
PROGRAM 1 6 1 DIRECT EFFORT EXPENDITURE RATIOS 
TIME E/M E/T E/Q M/T M/Q Q/T 
0.0625 5.3231 15.9694 26e3496 3.0000 4e9499 Oe6060 
Oel250 s.01a1 l2e2664 14·5261 2e4444 2e8947 Oe8444 
Oel875 3.4050 11.8104 9·4067 3.4684 2e7625 le2S55 
Oe2500 2.0037 4e68l0 2·1294 2e336l 1·0627 2el982 
Oe3125 1.7457 4el678 3·5870 2e3873 2.0547 lel619 
0.3150 1.2064 3e6785 4el616 3e0491 3.4494 Oe8839 
0.4375 Oe9628 3e349l 3e6478 3e4784 3e7887 Oe9181 
o.sooo 1.0547 3.9075 4•1123 3.7047 3e8988 o.9so2 
o.5625 Oe6268 4.19-57 3e0-060 6.6936 4.795-, le3957 
0.6250 o.6429 4.2990 3e236l 6.6865 s.0333 1·3284 
o.6875 Oe6524 4.4408 2.9712 6e-8064 4.5539 1•4946 
0.1500 o.6946 4.0848 3·1150 s.asos 4e4844 le3ll3 
Oe8l25 o.ao62 4e5690 3·3178 5·6666 4ell49 1•3771 
Oe8750 o.8424 5e9789 4.3977 7e0968 s.2200 1•3595 
0.9375 o.5895 5e3791 3e0075 9el24l 5el013 1.7885 
u.? 
1.0000 0.6599 5e562S 2e-8943 8e428l 4e3853 le9218 ex:, 
TIME E/M 
Oe0833 1. 9815 
0.1666 2e6l26 
o.2soo le2265 
0.3333 le7228 
Oe4l66 le5525 
o.sooo 1.28-Sl 
o.sa33 1.osoo· 
Oe6666 Oe7166 
Oe7500 0.1246 
o.s333 0.6778 
Oe9166· Oe6884 
1.0000 o.5664 
TABL£ X 
PROGRAM 1 C1 DIRECT EFFORT EXPENDITURE RATIOS 
E/T E/Q MIT M/Q 
3eS982 l2e7619 1·8159 6e4404 
4e6654 16·3292 la7857 6a2500 
6e3689 2lal431 Sel926 ·17a2379 
6e6244 llell47 3e8450 6.4513 
7el897 . 9.3044 4e6309 s.9929 
4.7626 .a.3979 3e7059 6e5346 
3e6948 7el297 3eSl87 6e7899 
s.911s 8·1542 8e3320 lle377S 
4e3215 1.6744 5e9638 . l0e5910 
4e2870 · ·6·2849 6e3243 9e2717 
6e0406 7el728 a.1142 10.418.S 
10.5445 5e4336 18 • .6138 9e59l8 
Q/T 
Oa2819 
Oa2857 
Oa3012 
-Oa5960 
0.1121 
o.so11 
Oe5182 
Oa7323 
Oa563l 
o.6a21 
· OeS421 
.. le9405 
~ 
co 
TABLE XI 
PROGRAM •o• DIRECT EFFORT EXPENDITURE RATIOS 
TIME E/M E/T E/Q M/T M/Q Q/T 
Oe0666 6.7489 4e0925 22.8550 Oe6064 3e3864 Oel790 
Oel333 6.7554 10.5637 22e4340 1·5637 3e3208 o.41os 
0.2000 9e6490 3e8870 26e48S3 Oe402S 2.7448 Oel467 
Oe2666 7.2473 3e8652 l8ell82 0.5333 2.sooo Oe2l33 
0.3333 4e4l83 2e6863 15·2632 Oeo080 3.4545 Oel759 
Oe4000 lell3-0 2·1089 13e3566 1·8947 12.0000 Oe1578 
Oe4666 1. 3516 3.7733 lle3199 2.7916 a.3750 Oe3333 
0.5333 1·1294 3.4335 6el313 3e0400 s.42ss Oe5600 
Oe6000 0.6985 4e0169 6el798 Se7500 8e8461 Oe6500 
Oe6666 0.4752 le6696 4.7521 3e5135 10.0000 0.3513 
0.7.333 o.s.360 le9655 3.5379 3eo666 6.6000 Oe5555 
o.aooo 0.8992 4el302 s.32oa 4eS927 Se9166 Oe7762 
Oe8666 o.7666 3eS977 4e9469 4·6930 6e4S29 Oe7272 
Oe9333 0.7318 3e7902 4e6333 5el78S 6e3307 Oe8180 
1.0000 le0543 s.5386 4•9386 Se2531 4e6840 lel214 4::,. 
0 
TABLE XII 
PROGRAM •F• DIRECT EFFORT EXPENDITURE RATIOS 
TIME E/M E/T E/Q M/T M/Q Q/T 
Oe0625 6e6560 21.7333 43s9674 4sl666 6e60S6 Oe6307 
0.1250 6ell76 24s470P 40.6616 4.0000 6e6466 Oe6018 
Oel875 5.7500 19el359 3ls0649 3e3280 5s402.5 Oe6159 
Oe2500 4e0625 15.3636 23s81S7 3e7818 5.862.3 Oe6451 
Oe3125 2e8474 12.9257 20.9996 4.5394 7e37SO Oe61S5 
o.31so 2.4368 8e3343 -20.0000 3·4201 a.2013 Oe4167 
Oe4375. 2.1238 6.4870 13e3355 3s0542 6s2788 Oa4864 
o.sooo 2.0571 6e2608 14s3998 3s0434 1.0000 Oe4347 
Oe5625 2e0522 6e9777 12.0782 · 3e4000 Ss8852 0.5777 
Oe6250 2sl472 1.1111 9e7230 3e6222 4a52Sl Oe7999 
Oe6875 . 2.2352 8··636.3 9.5000 3e8636 4s2500 Oe9090 
o.1soo 2.2681 9.4424 8all99 . 4el630 3sS799 lel628 
Oe8125 2.2303 9.9075 7e8892 4e4420 3.5371 le2558 
Oe8750 2el675 l0e233l 7s8575 4.1211 3e625.1 le3023 
Oe9375 2.0538 l0e6518 7.8969 Sel863 3·8449 le3488 
1.0000 2.0083 11.1635 s.0000 5.5584 Je9832 le3954 
fl:,. 
...... 
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exercise logic and ration~e :i:n. arriving at the estimated 
capability-mix requirements for a proposed program, rather 
than merely distributing the manpower effort ir,i. a haphazard 
fashion to fulfill a total manpower estimate of some type. 
Establishing Ratio Data Normality 
The technique to be utilized in the analysis of th~ 
collected data is regression analysis, which assumes the 
sample dependent variable data is derived from a population 
with a normal distri butiono · Thus, it is. important· to· 
deterniine the distribution from wh:i,.ch the sample dependent 
variable data was obtained. In this investigation, the 
calculated ratios for the six effort ratio groups are the 
sample dependent variable data. Each effort ratio grou:p 
will be analyzed individually, since it is assumed triat E;!ach, 
effort ratio group will possess a different functional 
relationship, and therefore may possess a different. under-
lying distribution. 
Ostle (8) states that the assumption of independence, 
or granting normality to the dependent variable data, is a 
crucial assumption and its importance should not be ove:r---
lookede A definite determination as to the validity of t~e 
normality assumption should be made if at all possible. If 
the data is found to be non-normal in nature, it is per-· 
missible to appll a transformation, i.e., logarithmic, 
square root,.cosine, exponential, or some other logical. 
function, to cause the dependent variable data distribution 
to approach normality. This procedure does not have an 
adverse effect upon the data, but must be considered when 
using the regression results for model building purposes. 
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Bennett and Franklin ( 9) suggest the use of normal 
probability graph paper in the testing of moderately large 
samples (n > 50) for non-normality. The size of the 
dependent variable sample (75) is observed to be sufficiently 
large to utilize this p:rocedure. However, in the interest 
of utilizing a more rapid and precise technique, recourse 
had been made to one of the simplest methods for testing 
normality, namely, the "Chi Square" test. The grouping of 
the dependent sample variable data into class intervals is 
necessary for this procedure to achieve valid results. 
The "Chi Square" test dO$S not prove normality as such, but 
gives no reason to suspect the data is non-normal in nature, 
provided the results are acceptable. 
A computer program was developed which performs the 
ordinary "Chi Square" or "goodness of fit'' procedure. A 
complete description of this computer Drogram together with 
its precise formulation is given in Appendix A-2o The 
initial results for the dependent variable data of each 
effort ratio group, with the data in its original fashion, 
are shown in Table XIIIo It is readily apparent that the 
original effort ratio distribution for each effort ratio 
group is non-normal in natureo The calculated value exceeds 
the table value for each of the six ratio groups by a 
considerable amounte Hence, the hypothesis of normality is 
Ratio -X.. 2cal 
E/M 27.29 
E/T 12 .. 51 
E/Q 9o42 
M/T 9 .. 63 
M/Q 17041 
Q/T 15.78 
TABLE··XIII 
NORMALITY TEST RESULTS FOR THE ORIGINAL 
EFFORT RATIO. DISTRIBUTIONS 
X.~table(Oo05) d.f. Hypothesis of Normality 
3.84 1 Rejec-t 
5.99 2 · Reject 
5o99 2 Reject 
3.,84 1 Reject 
7,.82 3 Reject 
7.,82 3 Reject 
.p.. 
.p.. 
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rejected and a transformation of some type becomes necessary. 
Scatter diagrams for the original ratio data as a 
function of time suggest that perhaps a natural. logarithmic 
transformation would cause certain ratio groups to approach 
normalityo However, experience dictates that a simple 
natural logarithmic transformation may create more problems 
than it solvesa Since the natural logarithm of one is zero, 
the natural logarithm of a decimal. number is a negative 
value, and the natural logarithm of zero is negative 
infinity, it was judged best to add unity to each ratio 
value before the transformation was accomplishedo Hence, 
the first transformatio~ utilized on all ratio groups was 
the natural logarithm [Y(I)+1], where Y(I) represents the 
various values of the dependent variablea Table XIV 
indicates that this transformation was satisfactory for the 
E/Q and Q/T ratio groupso However, the other ratio groups 
did not approach normality with the application of the 
logarithmic transformationo 
The square root is a common transformation frequently 
utilized when transforming datac This particular trans-
formation does not cause any unusual problems within the 
realm of this investigation since the input ratios are 
always positiveo Thus, the double root aspect need not be 
considered, since all values of the square root for this 
investigation are obviously positiveo Referring to 
Table XIV, we note that the M/T ratio group was the only 
group of the remaining four to approach normality with this 
Ratio 
E/JYI 
E/T 
E/Q 
lVI/T 
JYI/Q 
Q/T 
TABLE XIV 
NORMALITY TEST RESULTS FOR THE TRANSFORMED 
,,.,EFFORT RATIO DISTRIBUTIONS 
Transformation ;(. 2caJ.o X 2table(Oo05) dofo 
SQRT[Y(I)+2]/Y{I) 5.76 5.99 2 
Y(I)/[Y(I)+ 1] 5.15 5.99 2 
LN[Y( I)+ 1] 5.98 5.99 2 
SQRT[Y(I)] 2.58 5.99 2 
LNV:,N[Y( I)+ 1 J] 5.22 5.99 2 
LN[Y(I)+1J 4.86 7.82 3 
Hypothesis of 
· Normality 
Accept 
Accept 
Accept 
Accept 
Accept 
Accept 
~ 
0\ 
transformation. A variation of the square root transfor-
mation was found app:l,icable for the E/M ratio group •. rt 
should be noted t.hat only the numerator of the expression 
(Y(I)+2]/Y(I) llas the square root oper~tion performed UJ;>On 
it. The denominator performs in its true state, as a 
variable, and has no matllematica.J. operation perfo~med upon 
it prior to utilization. 
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Many other transformations were attempted upon the 
remaining two ratio groups. The·E/T ratio ~rou.p was 
observed to approach normality with aY(I)/[Y(I)+1J trans-
formation.. The M/Q ratio group was not as simple.. After 
attempting a large number of single operation transformations 
upon this category with9ut success, a double operation trans~ 
formation in the form of LN ~N[Y(I)+ 1 J] was attempted. The 
dependent variable data was observed to ~pproach normality 
with this transformation. 
The p.ependent variable data was classified into five 
class intervals for the first five ratio groups, and into 
. 
six class intervals for the Q/T ratio group during the 
l ·. 
goodness of fit procedure •. · .Since three degrees of freedom 
are lost for the estimated parameters, the respective 
degrees of freedom are shown in Table XIV. 
Thus, the hypothesis of normality is found acceptable 
for each of the ratio groups within the constraints of the 
specified transformation .. Any manipulations'with the 
dependent variable data must now be accomplished with the 
dependent variable data in its transformed stateo An 
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an,alysis of regression may now be performed upon the trans-·· 
. formed ratio data as a function of t:i,.me, with reasonable 
confidence that the data a:,naJ.;yzed possesses an underlying 
distribution which approaches a normal distribution. 
Functional Relationship Pevelopment 
In most ph;ysical sciences, relationships are commpnJ,.y· 
determined through controlled experiments. In the sociaJ. 
.sciences and in certain physical sciences, like astronomy, 
controlled experiments may be impof?si ble, .or at ;lea.st very ·· 
difficult. Relationships mu.E11t in such cases be discovered 
by analyzing the data as it becomes available. ~he tool 
which wae devised to accomplish this is regress;lo:r.t analysis~ 
Often, laboratory conditions · cannot be set u.~ that. will. 
. . . 
exactly reproduce conditions wi i;hin a controlled environment •.. 
Consequently, the rese~cher is frequently in the position · 
of the social scientist and astronomer, in that he must talce. 
the data as he finds them. Hence, regression analysis is a 
very useful tool of both man?gement and industrial research. 
Regression anaJ.ysis or the method of least squares fits. 
a line or a curve to a set of sample.points such that the 
sum of the squares of the d,eviations·Qf the sample points 
from the fitted line or curve ;is a minimum. The method of 
least. squares is mathematicitl and impersonal. Duncan (9) 
states that if the variations around the regression are 
random, the method of least squ!:!,res perm.its the computation· 
of sampling errors and hence the determination of the 
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reliability of dependent v1;3.riable estimates from the fitt~q 
line. Furthermore, if t4e distribution of points around the 
re~ression is not on;Ly random, but normal in form, then the 
least squares method gives the maximum likelihood estima"te 
of the universe regression. Hence, lines and curves of 
regression are co~monly estimated from sample data by the 
method of least squares. 
The computer program developed for the regression 
analysis portion of the investigation solves the normaJ. 
equation1;;1 by the least squares method, The program is 
designed to transform the effort ratio data into the form 
specified by the normality portion of the investigation~ 
This capability permitted the use of the ~a.me input data as 
utilized with the Chi-square progra.i;n. The large amount of 
core storage necessary for the Regression-Limit Frogram 
prevented one continuous program from being utilized. 
In addition to the regression coefficients, the computer 
program provides an analysis of regression variance. This 
analysis partitions the total dependent variable variatio~ 
into that portion due to the regression upon the independent 
variable, and that portion attributable to other causes 
(about the regression or error). The appropriate degrees 
of freedom are provided together with the mean square values. 
Thus, the values necessary for an ''li'" test are readily 
availableo 
The null hypothesis associated with the analysis of 
regression variance 11 Fu test may be · stated as follows: 
where 
H0 g Y(I) is independent of X(I), 
Y(I) represents the effort ratio groups, and 
X(I) is the corresponding time valueo 
The "F" values provided with the regression coefficients 
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will permit the acceptance or rejection of this null 
hypothesis., If the calc-q.lated 11 F11 value is smaller than the 
appropriate table "F" value, the null hypothesis is accepted;. 
a calculated "F" value large:r than the appropriate table 
11 F11 value will cause the null hypothesis to be rejectedo 
It ~s desired that the n'l,l.1.1 hypothesis be rejected, per-
mitting the assumption that Y(I) is dependent upon X(I)o 
This would not prove that Y(I) is dependent upon X(I), but 
would leave little or no reason to believe the two variables 
are independento 
Table X:V summarizes the regression analysis original 
results, that is, the dependent variable effort ratio data 
within the transformation constraints determined by the 
normality procedure,, It is noted that the E/M, E/Q, M/T, 
and Q/T effort ratio groups reject the established null 
hypothesiso In fact, the test of the null hypothesis that 
Y(I) is dependent upon X(I) is clearly significant at the 
99 per cent confidence level for these four effort ratio 
groups" However, the E/T and M/Q effort ratio groups 
display functional relationships which accept the null 
hypothesis even at the 95 per cent confidence level" It 
should ,be noted that the M/Q effort ratio group rejects the 
TABLE XYl 
REGRESSION .ANALYSIS ORIGINAL RESULTS 
Ratio Functional Relationship F al C O Ftable(Oo05) Ftable(Oo01) Null Hypothesis 
E/M y = 007721 + 105665 x 38 .. 89 6099 Reject 
E/T Y = 0 .. 8584 - 0 .. 0398 X 2o44 3.,97 Accept 
E/Q y ~ 207904 - 1 .. 2443 x 31037 6099 Reject 
M/T Y = 1.,5237 + 1c1075 X 3Jc59 6 .. 99 Reject 
M/Q Y = 0 .. 5180 + 0 .. 1367 X 2. 91 3 .. 97 Ace-apt 
Q/T Y = 0.4342 + 0 .. 3538 X 15 .. 76 6.99 Reject 
VI 
_,, 
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null hypothesis when oompared with a table li'oo10 = 2077 .. 
However, the E/T effort ratio group continues to accept the 
null hypothesis ev~n at this confidence level. 
Since it is desirable to reject the null hypothesis 
with at least 95 per cent confidence, one of two approaches 
immediately present themselves. The first, and perhaps the 
least desirable, is to ~liminate the E/T and M/Q effort 
rat:i,o groups from the total model. Obvioµsly, this would 
result in a model which would not be as effective, since two 
of the six interdependencies would be eliminated. Hence, 
this approach is immediately rejected. A more feasible 
solution to the exi~ting problem is to retain these two 
effort ratio groups within the realm of the overall model~ 
In an effort to acquire functionf,U relationships which 
reject the established null hypothesis, the independent 
variable will be studied. An attempt will be made to 
determine the type of transformation which will convert the 
originally developed functional relationship into such a 
fashion which causes rejection of tb,e null hypothesise 
Until this point of the investigation, the independent 
variable has not been transformed in any fashiono Hence, 
the independent variable has maintained a linear or un-
transformed condition in the form of input values of timea 
This linear condition for the independent variable will be 
maintained for the four effort ratio groups which have 
rejected the null hypothesis. During the search for a 
suitable transformation for th,e respective E/T and M/Q 
independent variable, the dependent variable must maintain 
the transformation constraints which were established 
previously. 
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The search for the M/Q independent variable trans- · 
formation proved more challenging and tedious than any of 
the prior transformations. After exhausting all known 
"simple" transformations with little or no success, an 
attempt was made to utilize double operation transformations 
similar to the type utilized for the dependent variable of 
this group. When this failed, the following procedure was 
utilized to arrive at an acceptable transformation. 
Let ln(y+ 1) = ax 
where y = Y( I), 
x = X(I). 
But ln(y+ 1) = y' 
y' 
= 
ax 
lnY' = x lna 
lnY 1 = y" 
where y" = b 1x + b0 e 
When b -+O 
0 ' 
the resulting expression is: 
ln a= b 1 • 
Taking the natural logarithm of both sides gives 
a= eb1 • 
Utilizing the developed regression pro.gram, the de-
pendent variable was constrained to the· transformation 
LN ~N[Y(I)+1J] , and the coefficient b1 was obtaine.d. 
Thus, b 1 = 0. 13 71 and 
a= 
Locating this value in natural logarithm tables we find: 
Substituting in the original equation above, we find: 
ln(y+1) = 1o1469xo 
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However, the constraining transformation on the dependent 
variable is LN[LN[Y(I)+1 JJ., Hence, we must revert to this 
acceptable dependent variaple transformation, and try 
various combinations of the independent variable trans-
formation developed above .. The X(I) values were transforllleo. 
into the following forms: 
(a) ax where x = X(I) 
a= L,1469 
(b) 
x J -ax . . where 
Oa5367 
0.5367 approximates x ( c) 
x 
-x 
( d) a 
x 0 .. 5367 
- -x 
a. 
x 
-
LN 
ax 
x 
0 
- -
005367 
ax 
(e) 
Combination (e) resulted in a calcuiated F value of 
40056, which rejects the null hypothesis at the 95 per cent 
confidence level" Sin.ce considerable mi3,nipulation was 
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required to achieve this F value, it was consiclered best to 
cease the search for a transformation which woUld provide a 
higher F value. Hence, this independent variable trans-
formation was accepted as is designated in Table XV!. 
The search for an independent variable transformation 
for the E/T effort rai;io group was not exceedingly difficult. 
Referring to Table XVII, we nqte the transformation to be 
SQRT[X(I)+0.6]. With theE/T independent variable within 
the constraint of this transformation, the null hypothesis 
is observed as rejected with 99 per cent confidence, as 
shown in Table XVI. 
Referring to Table XVI, we note a summary of the 
developed functional relationships, together with the 
appropriate vaiues of F. The M/Q effort ratio group is the 
sole group which is not acceptable at the 99 per cent confi-
dence level. However, this is not expected to affect the 
total model in an adverse fashion. We may conclude, with at 
least 95 per cent confidence, that the effort ratio data 
varies as a function of growth phase time while within the 
constraints of the dependent and independent variable trans-
formations summarized in Table XVII. 
Prediction Limits for Individual Values 
The use of the functional relationships developed in 
the previous section depends, to a large extent, upon the 
ease with which an acceptable range of values can be stated 
for a given value of the independent variable. Since the 
Ratio 
E/M 
E/T 
E/Q 
M/T 
lVI/Q 
Q/T 
TABLE XVI 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS FINAL RESULTS 
Functional Relationship F 
cal. Ftable(0 .. 05) Ftable(Oo01) 
Y = 0.7721 + 1c5£65 X 38089 6 .. 99 
Y = 1.0163 - 0~2973 X 8.63 6,,.99 
Y-= 2.7904_- 102443 X 31 .. 37 6.99 
y = 105237 + 1.1075 x 33.59 . 6 .. 99 
Y = 0.5615 + 0.0319 X 4.06 3.97 
Y = Oa4342 + 0.3538 X · 15..;76 6.-99 
Null Hypothesis 
Reject 
Reject 
Reject 
Reject 
Reject 
Reject 
\JI . 
0\ 
Ratio 
E/lVI 
E/T 
E/Q 
M/T 
M/Q 
Q/T 
TABLE XVII 
SUMMARY OF DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLE TRANSFORMATIONS 
D-ep-erid-en~ ~ ------~ - - - ~-- Independent 
Variable Transformation- Variable Transformation 
SQRT(Y(I)+2]/Y(I) 
Y(I)/[Y(I)+ 1] 
- -
LN[Y{I)+1] 
SQRT[Y(I}] 
LN [LN[Y(I)+1 J] 
LN[Y{I)+1] 
LINEAR 
SQRT[X(I) ]/[X(I)+O .. 6] 
LINEAR 
LINEAR 
LN[ABs Ux/ax)/[ (x/ax)-04 5J67J]J 
LINEAR 
U1 
.....:.'] 
values necessary to establish pre~iction limits for indi-
vidual values were readily available within the regression 
computer program, a subroutine entitled "Lim.it'' was developed 
to be utilized with the Regression Programa 
Duncan (9) states th~t if vve use the sample line of 
regression to estimate a pavticular value of Y, we must add 
to the error in the same line of regression some measure of 
the possible deviation of the.individual value from the re-· 
gression value. Likewise, Ezekiel and Fox (10) define the 
standard error of an. individual forecast as composed of the 
error of points along the calculated regression line, plus 
that of individual estimates around that lineo 
The confidence limits for the regression estimate are 
given by Bartee (11) as: 
where 
(XO -)2 1 - x y = bo + b1Xo ± t Se jj+ ~ 
-)2 2 (Xi - x 
b0 = constant term of the regression equation, 
b 1 = coefficient of the independent variable of the 
regression equation, 
X0 = individual value selected, 
t = confidence interval for a two t~il test statistic, 
°" 2 
Se= standard error of the estimate, 
X· = an independent variaole value, and J. 
X = mean of all independent variable valueso 
Expanding the above 
Y = b0 + b 1X0 ± t~ 
~ 
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The terms within the radicaJ. of the above expression ~ccount 
for the error of points aJ.ong the calcul.ate<J.regression line. 
We must now add the standard error of indivi~ual, estimates 
around the regression line, which is designated as Se• 
Adding this term to the previous-equl;:ltion gives: 
Simplifying yields: 
s 2 s 2 <~ - x)2 
S 2 + ....2.._ + e o ~ • 
. e n (Xi - X)y 
( -) 2 1 . Xo - X 
1 + - + -----------
. n ( -)2 x .... x 
l. 
The relationship with the regressio;n program outputs 
are as followsi 
Se = ~- lVISabout · 
38about . 
b 2 
1 
.. 
Utilizing the above expression in the Limit Program, 
prediction loci are developed for the selected individual 
values., Five different values have been selected for which 
prediction limits for individuel values are calculatedo It 
should be noted that the pre~iction limits for Y(I) get 
wider as X(I) deviates f~om its mean, both positively and 
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negativelyo This means that predictions of the dependent 
variable are subject to the least error when the independent 
variable is near its mean, and are subject to the greatest 
error when the indepipnd.ent variable is distant from i 'ts mean. 
Prior to the utilization of the computer calculated 
prediction intervals, a definite rationale must be es~ 
tablished which corresponds with the overall objectives. 
The direct application of prediction limits to the developed 
functional relationships may cause situations to exist which. 
are not logical .. Hence, it is necessary to·observe the 
values of the prediction limits, and then to exercise the 
necessary judgement to maintain a feasible modelo Thus, 
the acceptable limits to be placed on individual values are 
baF3ed upon experien9e and judgement .. Since the developed 
model is based upon data which exists within definite bounds, 
it is desirable to maintain acceptability values within 
these bounds" Therefore, if a calculated upper or lower 
predicted limit exceeds the input ratio value for that 
particular point in time, the predicted limit will be 
redefined and will assume the value of the extreme input 
ratioo It should be noted that this will cause the loci of 
points associated with the prediction limits for individuE:1,1 
values to assume a constant value during certain time 
periods., When the upper or lower prediction limits remain 
within the extreme ratio values, the prediction limit 
values will be considered valido The 95 per cent prediction 
interval for the E/M ratio group has been selected to 
illustrate graphically the effects of the aforementioned 
adjustments, and is shown in Figure 2., It is noi;ed tl;l,at 
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the 95 per cent prediGtion interval, in this case, includes 
a 1, a2 , b 1, b2, and c2• The area depicted by c2 contains 
non-feasible solutions, since the effort expenditure ratio 
can never be negative. The b2 area contains solutions which 
are below the smallest observed effort expenditure ratio for 
the E/lVI category., In a similar fashion, the b1 area 
contains solutions w4ich are beyond the upper limit of the 
empirical datao Hence, the only acceptable solutions for 
this case are located within areas a 1 and a 2., Through the 
adjustment of the prediction limits for individual values 
non-feasible solutions have been greatly reduced, if not 
entirely eliminated~ 
The application of the above rationale to the six 
effort ratio groups results in adjustment to the prediction 
loci for individual values in nine of the twelve cases, at 
the 95 per cent prediction level~ These adjustments to the 
prediction intervals for individual values are shown in a 
numeric fashion for each effort ratio group a;nd for each 
of five p~ediction levels, in Tables XVIII through XXIII. 
The X(I) values for which prediction limits have been 
calculated are the respective X(I) values for the test case, 
to be illustrated in the next chapter, pl1;ts the small$st 
increment of growth phase time anticipated, namely 0.01. 
The value OQ01 was selected rather than zero since theo-
retically, a capability-mix should not exist at time zero 
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Growth Phase Time in Per Cent (X) 
Adjusted 95 Per Cent Prediction Lim.its for Individual 
Values of the E/M Effort Ratio Group 
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TABLE XVJJJ 
PREDICTION INTERVALS FOR JNDIVIDl,.IAL VALUES OF THE E/M EFFORT RATIO GROUP 
LOWER LIMITS IN PERCENT UPPER LlMlTS IN PERCENT 
XI I I 99 98 95 90 80 YI JI 80 90 95 98 99 
0.0100 o.3537 ·o.3537 0.3537 o.3537 0.3537 o.7877 1.0085 lo8409 2.0425 2.2769 2o43&9 
000769 003537 0.3537 .0.3537 003537 0.3537 o.8925 1.7091 lo9403 201410 2e3741 205334 
0.1428 003537 0.3537 0.3537 003537 003537 0.9957 lo8088 200390 202388 2.4709 2.&295 
0.1538 0.3537 0.3537 0.3537 0.3537 003537 1.0129 1.8255 2.0555 2.02552 204872 20645& 
0.2301 Oo3537 o.3537 0.3537 o.3537 003537 1.1334 1.9426 201717 2.3705 206015 207593 
Oe2857 0.3537 . 003.537 0.3537 003537 004123 lo2195 2.0268 202554 2.4537 206842 2.8416 
0.3076 0.3537 0.3537 0.3537 003537• Oe4473 1.2539 2 •. 0&04 202888 2.4870 2 • 7173 208746 
003846 0.3537 0~3537 0.3537 o .• 3537 005697 le3745 2el792 2 .4071 206048 2.8345 209914 
Oe4285 003537 o.3537 003537 Oe4ll-6 Oe6392 1--4432 2.2472 204749 2.6724 2.9020 3.0588 
o.4615 0.3537 o.3537 003537 o.4638 Oob913 lo4949 2.2986 205261 207236 2.9530 3.1097 
Oe5384 0.3537 0.3531 0.3873 o.5846 . 008121 1·6154 2e4187 2·6461 2o843S 3.0729 3.2295 
0.5714 · 0.3537 0.3537 0.4388 0.6362 0.8637 lob671 2.4705 2ob980 2.8954 301247 3.2814 
Oe6l53 Oe3537 .Oe353T 005071 o. 7045 Oe9321 lo7359 2e5396 2e7b72 _2 • 9&4b 3el94l -3.3107 
Oe6923 -0.3537 o .. 3961 0.6259 o.8236 le0515 lo8565 2~6614 2o8·893 3.0871 3.3107 303107 
0.1142 0.3537 004295 o.6594 0.557-3· · 1.0854 le8908 206962 2e9242 301221 3.3107 3e3107· 
Q.769i o.3556 Oo513o o.7433 o.9416 lo 1701 le9Ui9 2.7838 3e0123 3.2105. 3 .• 3107- 3.3107_ 
Oe846l 004706 o.62as 008597 .1.0586 1·2878 2 .• 0974 209.070 3-.1_362 3.3107 3.3107 3.3107 
o.8571 -004870 .0.6449 0.8762 1.0752 lo3046 2oll46 2.9247 3el540 3.31-07 3.3101 303107 
Oa9230 o.5842 o.7427 o.9748 le 1746. h4048 2.2179_ 3e0309 302611- 3.3107 3.3107 3.3107 
loOOOO 0.6964 0~8557 l.0890 le2898 1.52'12 2.3385 3.e 1557 3e3107 3.3107 3.3107 
a:, 
3.310"7 c., 
TABLE XIX 
PREDICTION INTERVALS FOR INDIVIDUAL VALUES OF THE E/T EFFORT RATIO GROUP 
LOWER LIMITS IN PERCENT UPPER LIMITS IN PERCENT 
XI I I 99 98 95 90 80 YI I I 80 90 95 98 99 
001428 0.1161 o.7953 008234 008475 008754 009738 009651 009651 Oo965l 009651 009651 
004096 Oo 7294 o.7454 007688 007890 008123 008945 o.9651 Oo9b5l o.9651 009651· 009651 
005087 0.1058 0.1213 0.1439 o.7634 007858 0.8650 o.9442 Oo9b5l o.9651 o.9651 009651 
005202 0.1029 o. 7183 Oo7408 0.1602 o.7826 0.8616 o.9406 009630 o.9651 009651 009651 
o.51a2 006869 0.1022 o.7246 Oa7438 Oo7b60 0.8443 Oo9227 009449 Oo964l Oo9651 Oo9b51 
Oo6034 0.6796 0.6948 o. 7172 o.7364 007586 008368 0.9151 009373 o.9565 o.9651 009651 
006110 Oo6773 o.6926 007149 o.7341 o.7563 0.8346 009129 009350 o.9543 009651 009651 
0.6250 0.6730 0.6883 Oo 7107 o. 7299 o.1s21 008304 0.9088 Oe9309 0.9502 o.9651 o.9651 
006298 Oe67l6 0.6868 0.1092 0.1285 o.7506 008290 0.9013 Oe9295 o.9488 · o.9651 009651 
Oe6308 0.6712 o.6865 o.7089 o. 7282 Oo7503 008287 0.9011 009292 0.9485 0.9651 o.9651 
Oe6353 006698 0.6851 Oo7075 o. 7268 007490 o.8274 Oo9057 o.9279 009472 009651 o.9651 
006360 Oe6696 0.6849 0.1013 Oo7266 007488 008272 Oo9055 Oe9277 009470 009651 o.9651 
Oo6364 006695 0.6848 0.1012 o.i264 007486 o.a210 0.9054 0.9276 o.9469 o.9651 009651 
o.6399 Oe6684 0.6837 o.7061 0.1254 o.7476 0082-60 0.9044 o.9266 009459 Oo9651 009651 
o.6405 006682 0.6835 Oo7059 o. 725.2 0.1474 008258 Oo9042 Oe9265 Oo9457 0~9651 0.9651 
006430 006674 006827 0.1051 o. 7244 o.7466 Oot!251 0.9035 009257 o.9450 009651 009651 
Oo-6438 006672 0.6825 0.1049 0.1242 007464 o.8248 Oo9033 009255 009448 Oo965l 009651 
Oe6445 006670 0.6823 0.1041 0.1239 007462 008246 009031 009253 009446 009651 
006453 006667 0.6820 0.1044 Oo7237 007459 Oo8244 Oo9029 009251 Oo9444 0~9651 
0) 
0.06464 0.6667 0.6820 Oo7044 Oo7237 007459 008244 009028 Oe9250 009443 0.9651 0.9651 ,i:,... 
TABLE XX 
PREDICTION INTERVALS FOR INDIVIDUAL .VALUES OF THE E/Q EFFORT RATIO GROUP 
LOWER LIMITS IN PERCENT UPPER LIMITS IN PERCENT 
XI l l 99 98 95 90 80 YI I I 80 90 95 98 99 
OoOlOO lo3192 1.4608 l.6680 1.8464 200520 2. 7779 305039 307094 308059 308059 308059 
000769 102433 1.3842 lo5904 lo7679 lo9724 206947 304170 306215 307990 308059 308059 
001428 lol677 1.3079 lo5132 lo6899 lo8935 206127 303318 305355 3.7122 308059 308059 
Ool538 lol549 1.2951 1.5003 lo6768 lo8803 2.5990 303177 3·5212 306977 308059 3013059 
002307 lol408 lo2048 1.4091 lo5850 lo7876 205033 302190 304217 305975 308018 308059 
002857 lol408 lo 1408 1.3433 lo5187 lo7209 204349 301489 303510 305265 307303 308059 
003076 lol408 lol408 1.3169 lo4922 lo6942 204076 301210 303230 304983 307020 308059 
003846 lol408 lol408 102236 lo3985 lo6001 203118 300236 302251 304000 306032 307420 
004285 lol408 lol408 1.1700 lo3447 lo5461 202572 209683 3"1697 3.3444 305474 3o68bl 
004615 l ol408 lol408 lol408 1.3041 lo5053 202161 209269 3ol282 303028 3o505t! 3ob444 
Oo5384 lol408 1.1408 lol408 lo2088 lo4100 201204 208309 300321 3o20f>7 304095 305481 
005714 lol408 lol408 lol408 lol676 lo3688 200794 207900 209912 301658 303686 305072 
006153 lol408 lol408 lol408 lol408 lo3139 2 o 0248 207356 209369 3o l ll6 303145 304532 
006923 lol408 lol408 lol408 lol408 lo2170 lo9289 206409 208425 300174 302207 303595 
-007142 lol408 lol408 1.1406 lol406 lol893 lo9017 2·6141 208158 209908 3ol942 303331 
Oo7692 lol408 lol408 lol408 lol408 lol408 lo8333 205469 207490 209244 301281 302673 
008461 lol408 lol408 lol408 lol408 lol408 lo7.376 204536 206564 208323 3o036d 3.1764 
Oo857l lol408 lol408 lol408 lol408 lol408 lo7239 2.4403 206432 2081~2 300238 301635 
009230 lol408 lol408 lol408 lol408 1- 1408 lo6419 203610 205646 207413 209466 300868 
m 
loOOOO lol408 lol408 lol408 lol408 lol408 lo5461 202689 204736 206512 2.8575 209985 CJl 
TABLE XXI 
PREDICTION INTERVALS FOR INDIVIDUAL VALUES OF THE MIT EFFORT RATIO GROUP 
LOWER LIMITS IN PERCENT UPPER LIMITS IN PERCENT 
XI I I 99 98 95 90 80 y I II 80 90 95 98 99 
0.0100 0.6346. o.6346 o.6346 o.7336 0·9104 1.5347 2.1590 203358 2.4892 2a6675 207892 
000769 006346 0.6346 Oo6591 o. 8117 o.9876 lo6088 202300 204059 205585 207358 208570 
001428 006346 0.6346 o.7362 008882 lo0633 lo6818 203003 204754 206273 208039 209245 
-001538 006346 Oo6346 o.7490 0.9009 1.0759 1.6940 203120 204870 2 .. 6389 2.8153 209359 
0.2307 0·6346 o.6624 o.8381 Oo9893 1·1636 1·7791 2.3946 2·5689 2. 7202 2 .. e959 3.0159 
002857 0.6346 007260 Oo90l3 1.0521 1·2260 1.8400 2.4541 2.6279 2.7788 2.9541 300739 
o.3076 o.6346 o. 7511 o.9263 lo0770 1·2508 1·8643 2a4778 2.6515 2.8023 209774 300971 
· o •. 3846 007196 0.8390 1.0137 1.1641 1·3375 lo9496 205617 207350 20885.4 300602 301795 
004285 007693 008886 1.0632 lo2134 lo3866 lo9982 206098 207829 209332 301078 302271 
004615 008064 Oo9256 lol002 lo2504 lo4234 200347 206460 . 208191 209693 301438 302630 
005384 Oe892l lo0113 1.1857 1.3358 lo5089 201199 207309 209039 300541 302285 303477 
005714 009285 lo0477 lo2222 lo3723 lo54S3 201564 207675 209406 300907 302652 3.;3844 
0.6153 009766 lo0958 1.2704 lo4206 lo5937 2.2051 2.8164 2.9895 301397 3.3143 304335 
006923 lo0601 lol795 1.3543 lo5047 1.6781 2.2903 2.9026 300760 3.2264 304012 305206 
0.1142 1.0836 1.2031 lo3780 1.5285 1.1020 203146 209272 301007 3.2512 3.4261 305456 
007692 lol422 1.2619 lo4372 lo58BO lo7617 2.3755 2.9893 3·1630 303139 3.4891 306088 
.0.13461 1. 2233 1.3434 lo5192 1.6705 1·8448 204607 3.0765 3.2508 3.4022 305780 30.6981 
Oo857l lo2348 lo3549 lo5308 lo6822 lo8567 204728 3.0890 302635 304149 305908 3o 7109 
009230 lo3032 lo4238 lo6003 lo7523 lo9274 2054.58 301643 '.l.3394 304913 :h6679 307885 
loOOOO lo3820 lo5032 lo6807 lo8335 200095 206311 3.2527 304288 3.5815 307590 30880.2 
0) 
0) 
TABLE XXII 
PREDICTION INTERVALS FOR INDIVIDUAL VALUES OF THE M/Q EFFORT RATIO GROUP 
LOWER LIMITS IN PERCENT UPPER LIMITS IN PERCENT 
XII I 99 98 95 90 80 Y < I I 80 90 95 .98 99 
-3.9654 -0.1139 -000606 0.0112 000843 Oel616 0.4347 Oo7078 Oo7B52 0.8523 0.9302 o.9835 
-1.8005 -0.0190 Oo0316 Ool059 0.1699 002436 0.5039 Oo U,42 008379 0.9019 Oe9762 1.0210 
-1.0·412 0.0108 000610 0.1345 0.1978 002707 o.5282 Oo78.56 0,8585 o.9218 0.9953 lo0455 
·-o.9415 000146 0.0648 001382 002014 0.2742 o.5314 007885 0.8613 o.9245 0.9979 le048l 
-0.3372 000370 0.0868 Ool598 002226 0.2950 Oo5507 008063 008787 o.9415 lo0145 1.0643 
0.0475 0.0506 Ool003 -001731 002358 003080 Oo5630 008179 o.a901 0.9528 le0256 ·· 100659 
0.1985 o.o.558 Ool055 Ool783 Oo24·09 0.3130 005678 008226 008947 o.9573 1.0300 1.0659 
Oe7528 0.0744 0.1240 o. 1966 002591 Oo33ll 005855 Oo8399 009119 009744 lo0470 1.0659 
009559 000809 Oo 1305 0.2031 0.2656 003376 005920 008463 009183 0.9808 lo0535 . le0659 
l.00784 0 .• 0848 Ool344 002070 002695 Oo3415 0.5959 Oo8503 009223 o.9848 1.0574 1.0659 
l oll39 Q.0859 0.1355 002081 0.2706 003426 Oo597.o 008514 009234 o.9859 1.0586 1.0659 
1.2181 0.0891 Oo 1387 0.2114 002739 003459 006004 008548 009268 Oo91l93 1.0020 1.0059 
le2459 000900 Oo 1396 002122 0.2748 Oe3468. 006012 008557 009277 0.9902 le0629 1.0659 
le4317 0.0957 0.1453 002180 002805 o.3526 0.0012 o.a617 Oe933& 0.9964 le0659. · h0659. 
1.4930 0.0975 0.1412 002199 0.2824 003545 0.6091 008637 o.935a o.9984 lo0659 le0659 
le7646 Oel056 0.1553 0.2281 0.2907 003629 Oo6l18 000121 0.9449 lo0076 1.0659 le0659 
le9132 001099 001596 002325 0.2952 o.3674 Oo622o Oo8777 009499 1.0126 1.0659 1.0659 
206147 Ool292 0.1793 Oo2526 Oo3156 0.3883 0.6450 o.9016 009743 lo0374 100659 l.0659 
2.9761 0.1386 001aa9 0.2025 003258 0.3968 o.6sos 0.9143 o.9873 lo0506 1.0059 l.0659 
0) 
4el483 Oel662 002174 002924. 003569 o.4313 .006940 Oo9566 1.0310 1.0659 1.0659 1.0059 -;J 
TABLE l<XI II 
PREDICTION INTERVALS FOR INDIVIDUAL VALUES OF THE Q/T EFFORT RATIO. GROUP 
LOWER LIMITS IN PERCENT UPPER L.IMJTS IN PERCENT 
XC I) 99 98 95 90 80 Y(I) 80 90 95 98 99 
.0.0100 0.1368 0.1368 0.1368 0.1368 0·1464 0~4377 Oe7289 o.8114 o.8830 Oe966l 1.0229 
Oe0769 Oel368 0.1368 Oel368 0.1368 Oel 716 o.4614 o. 7511 Oe8332 Oe9044 Oe9871 le0436 
Oel428 0.1368 Oal368 0.1368 0.1368 Oel962 Oe4847 0.1732 Oe8549 Oe9258 1.oos2 1,0644 
0.1538 0.1368 o.1368 0.1368 Oel368 002003 Oe4886. o.7769 008585 Oe9294 1.0111 le0679 
Oe2307 001368 Ool36B Oel368 0.1474 002287 005158 OeB029 008842 Oe9548 lo0368 100927 
002857 Oel368 o.1368 · Oel368 0.1677 002488 005353 o.a211 0.9028 Oo9732 lo0550 1.1108 
Oe3076 Ool368 Oel368 Ool368 o.ns8 002568 005430 008292 009102 Oo9B06 lo0623 · · 1.1181 
Oe384.6 Oel368 0.1368 0.1368 0.2038 Oe2847 0.5702 o.a558 009367 lo0068 lo0883 lel440 
004285 Ool368 . 0.1368 Ool496 002197 Oe3005 o.-5858 008711 009519. lo0220 1.1034 lel590 
004615 Oel368 0.1368 Oel615 0.2316 Oe3123 005975 008.826 Oo9&34 lo0334 lo 1141:1 lol625 
005384 o.1368 Ool368 001889 0~2589 ·Oe339& 006247 0.9091 Oe9904 lo0605 -lo l41S 1-.1625 
005714 Ool.368 001368 o.2oos 002706 003513 006363 009214 lo0021 100722 lol53b l_ol625 
Oe6153 001368_ o.1368 002159 Oe2BS9 003667 006519 Oo937J. le017B 1.0879 ·1.1625 lol625 
0.6923 001368 Ool609 002425 Oe3l26 003935 006791 o.9648 l 00456. 1.1158 1.1&25 lol625 
007142 Oa.1368 0.1083 0.2499 0.3202 004011 006869 o.9727 lo0536 lol238 101625 1.162s 
007692 Oo l.368 001869 002686 -o.3390 0-04200 0.1063 0099.27 1.0737 lo 144.l l e.1625 · lol625 
008461 Ool563 002123 002943 Q.3649 004463 cio 7336 lo020B i.1022 1.1625 101625 lo.1625 
008571 0.1599 o.2is-9 002980 o.3686 Oe4500 007374 lo0249 lol-063 lal625 lol625 lol62S 
0.9230 .Oo 1811 0.2313 003197 Oo3906 004723 o.76os lo0493 1.1310 lol625 lol62S lol625 
i.0000 002053 002619 003447 -004159 004980 007880 lo0780. lol601 lol62"5 lol625 . lol625 
0:, 
00 
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o:f the growth pnase .. Hence, a value close to zero provides 
sufficient capability-mix info:rmation as we· approach the 
limiting value of zero. 
The data analysis phase of the investigation is now 
complete. Functional relationships have been developed-for 
the_six effort ratio groups as originally sta~ed, together 
with predict;l.on limits for individual values of the 
independent variable. The chapter which follows will 
illustrate the feasibility of the dev.~:J.,oped model. 
CHAPTER V 
MODEL VALIDATION AND APPLICATIONS 
General 
The data analysis portion of the investigation resulted 
in a functional relationship for each of the effort ratio 
groupso These result1;:1 may be utilized in two fashions, 
first as an evaluative model, and second, as a :predictive 
model p During the mod.el validation portion of the investi-
gation, the results sht;Ul be utilized in an eval~ative 
fashion., 
A thorough validation of the developed model demands 
that a test case be readily available which consists of two 
parts; first, the original contractor proposal for the 
growth phase of the specified program, and second, the 
empirical data as it actually occurred-for the growth phase· 
of the program .. The designation, original contractor 
proposal, does not refer to the contractor response to a 
government agency request for quotation on a particular 
programo Instead, it refers to the proposal prepared by 
the contractor after the contractor is already expending 
effort under a letter contract for the partic1,1lar program. 
A comparison between the results of both parts of the 
test case, after subj acting each part t·o evaluation by t]1.e 
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developed model, will provide a measure of the moo.el's 
efficiency at various levels of prediction., The true 
efficiency of'the model cannot be accurately determined 
until future contractor proposals are evaluateq. and adjusted 
within the constraints of the model, and then the actual 
program results are compared with the adjusted contractor 
proposaJ. .. 
The empirical test data associated with the original 
contractor proposaJ. has been designated 11 TEST-P 11 , while the 
actuaJ. results for the same program are designated "TEST-Au. 
During the remainder of this investigatio:1;+, the above 
designations will hold for the two portions of the test case •. ·· 
Testing the Model 
.Any attempt at testing the validity or applicability of 
the developed model must begin with empiricaJ. data in the 
same fashion as that utilized for the developed model. 
Hence, the growth phase data associated with TEST-P and 
TEST-A was collected under the same effort breakdown as 
previouslyo The empiricaJ. data was then coded in the same 
fashion as the total model datao This coded empirical data 
is shown for TEST-Pin Table XXIV, while Table x:t:v presents 
the coded empiricaJ. data for TEST-A. 
It is immediately evident that the contractor viewed 
the originaJ. task as considerably less complex than the 
finaJ. results depicto This type of optimism early in a 
program appears to be prevaJ.ent among the launch vehicle 
·Qtr. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
* 
TABLE :XXIV 
PROGRAM 11 TEST-l"1 DIRECT EFFORT EXPENDITURES (Thousands of Manhours) 
E l\lI T Q T-otaJ. s 
132 .. 73 260 .. 1.;3 1161'47 4.28 513 .. 61 
250011 298.35 209042 5o58 763.46 
293092 325.52 285.35 6.76 911.55 
354.,38 432.25 330 .. 72 8.57 1125.92 
372.84 605a41 179.13 11 .. 43 1168.81 
509.,98 993.06 168.60 24018 1695.82 
503 .. 61 1062.88 113.75 .29<> 63 1709.87* 
441 ;74 935 .. 35 43055 24070 1445<134 
409063 571 .. 87 61,,36 20 .. 41 1063.27 
' 
375 .. 18 432.64 30o4g 19 .. 76 ~5,~ .. 00 
Denotes growth phase peak .. 
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TABLE XIv 
PROGRAM 0 TEST-A"·DIRECT EFFORT EXPENDITURES (Thousands of Man.hours) 
Qtro E T Q Totals 
1 102069 16.11 3.90 3.11 125.81 
2 486 .. 20 74~75 237.89 14.95 813.79 
3 631 .. 80 98.80 364.00 19.50 1114.10 
4 782.59 111.12 513.50 50.70 1463.91 
5 1085.50 306.80 300.30 68.90 1761.50 . 
6 1565.19 971.09 501. 79 149.50 3187,57 
7 1807000 1017.90 594010 248.30 3667.30 
8 157h69 599.30 609. 70 166.40 2947.09 
9 1721.19 1090.70 406.90 293.80 3512.·.59 
10 2112.50 1528.80 449.79 336.70 4427.79 
11 2336010 1790 .. 10 440 .. 70 391 .. 29 4958.19 
12 2494070 1826 .. 50 399.10 403.00 5123.30 
13 , 2507070 1925.30 309.40 412 .. 10 5154.50* 
14 2460 .. 90 1123.80 288 .. 60 409.50 4882 .. 80 
15 2519,AO 1730.30 288 .. 60 430030 . 4968. 60 
16 2346.50 1554 .. 80 169.00 403000 4473.30 
* Denot~s growth pm;:i.se peak. 
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contractorso However, the Qriginal contention still holds, 
that is, a "proper" capability-mix early in a prograqi will 
cause this uncalled for optimism to be detected more 
rapidly, thereby permitting a rapid re-assessment of the 
existing situationm In most cases, this will entail a 
slowing-down in the effort build-up for the manufacturing, 
tooling, and quality areas, wb.ile 9-oing detailed "homework" 
in the critical engineering i=l,lld design area .. The above 
logic and rationale is in keeping with the developed model. 
Processing the coded empirical data for TEST-P and 
TEST-A through the Ratio Pro~ram results in the corresponding 
ratio values as a function of time, which are shown in 
Tables XXVI and XXVII, respectivelyo It is not necess~ry to 
conduct a test of normality on the TEST data, since the 
model constraints nave been fully established previously, 
with the TEST data excluded from considerationo However, it 
is necessary to transform the effort ratio values given in 
TABLES XXVI and XXVII into the same form as utilized in the 
model developmenta This is accomplished with the aid of 
the ••Transform T-A, T-P" Computer Program, which is described 
in Appendix A-4o The transformed data for TEST-P and TEST-A 
is shown in Tables XXVIII and XX:IX, respectivelyo It should 
be noted that the independent variable for the E/T and M/Q 
effort ratio groups also required transformationG The 
independent variable_for the E/:M;, E/Q, M/T, and Q/T effort 
ratio groups remains in its original $tateo Hence, the 
corresponding dependent variable ratio value is shown with 
PROGRAM •rEsr-p• 
TIME E/M E/T 
0.1428 0.5102 1·1396 
0.2857 o.a3a3 1.1942 
Oe4285 0.9029 1.0300 
o.5714 0.8198 1.0115 
Oe7142 o.615a 2.0813 
o.ss11 Oe5135 3.0247 
1.0000 o.4738 4.4273 
TABLE XXVI 
DIRECT EFFORT EXPENDITURE RATIOS 
E/Q MIT M/Q 
31.0116 2.2334 60.7780 
44.8225 1.4246 53.4677 
43·4792 1·1407 48el538 
4la3512 la3069 50.4375 
32e6194 3.3797 52.9667 
21.0909 5aS900 4l a0694 
l6e9966 9.3439 35.8717 
Q/T 
0.0367 
Oe0266 
0.0236 
Oe0259 
Oe063a 
0.1434 
0.2604 
-J 
Ul 
.. TABLE xxv·11. 
PROGRAM •tEST•A1 DIRECT EFFORT EXPENDITURf RATIOS 
·TIME E/T .. E/Q M/T M/Q Q/T E/M --·· 
0.0769 ·.· .···. 6.3743 26.3307 33e0192.·· 4el307 5el800 0.1914 
Oel538 6e5043 ' 2e0438· · 32.5217 Oe3142 -s.0000 o.062a 
o.2301 · 6e3947 .· . ··1.7357 . 32.4000 Oe2714 s.0666 Oe0535 
. · .. 
.. 
1.524() 0: .. 3016 · 6e681'9 ·· · . 15.4357 o.22ao · 2-.3100 Oa0987 
Oe3846 3e5381 3·6147 15.7547 1·0216 4e4528 0•2294 
· .. 0.4615 le6ll7 .. 3.i1ci2 l0e4694 le9352 6.4955 Oe2979 
o.s3a4 1.11s2 3.0415 7·2774 .. 1.7133 4e-0994 · Oe4179 
.. 
0~6153 .. · ·. 2.6225 2.5778 9.4452 o.9829 3e6015 Oe2729 
o.6923 -. le5780 4e2300 5e8583 2.osos 3e7123 0.1220 
:· .. 
3e3989 4e5405 o·. 7485 ·· Oe7692 le3818 4.6966 6e2741· 
o.8461 le3050 ~.3008- s.9102 4e0619 4e574a Oa8878 
:". 
Oe9230 l_.3658 6a2508 6ai903 4·~765 -4.5322 · 1a0097 
.·· 
1.0000 1.3024· -. a.1oso 6a0851 6e2226 4.6719 ·_ 1.3319 
-J 
m 
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. TABLE XXVIII 
HTEST-P" TRANSFORMED EFFORT RATIO VALUES 
" X(I) E/M E/T E/Q M/T M/Q. Q/T 
-1.0412 1. 4167 
0.0475 1~3858 
0.1428 3.1053 3.4660 1. 4944 0.0360 
0.2857 2.0096 3.8247. ,!t. 1935 0.0262 
0.4285 1. 8870 3.7950 1.0680' o. 02,33 
0.5087 0.5326 
0.5714 2.0483 3.7459 1. 1431 . 0.0255 
0.6034 o.··5442 
0.6250 0.8157 
0.6353 0.7515 
0.6364 0.5073 
o. 6430 0.6754 
0.6453 0.5172 
0.7142 2.6264 3.5151 1.8383 0.0618 
0 .. 8571 300874 3.0951 2 .. 4269 0.1340 
0.,9559 1.2829 
1.0000 3 .. 3196 2.8901 3.0567, 0 .. 2314 
1.1139 1.3596 
1.2181 103189 
10 7646 1.3833 
4.1483 1 .. 3712 
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TABLE .XXIX 
11 TEST-A11 TRANSFOBIVIED EFFORT RATIO YALUES 
X(I) E/lVI E/T E/Q lVI/T lVI/Q Q/'J' 
-1. 8005 0.5995 
-0.9415 0.5831 
-0.3372 
3.5269 
0.5893 
0.0769 0.4539 2.0324 o. 5863 
0.1538 0.4483 3.5121 0.5605 0.0609 
0 .. 1985 o. 1797 
0 .. 2307 0.,4530 3.5085 0.5209 000521 
0 .. 3076 0"4409 2.7994 0.4774 0.0941 
0.3846 0 .. 6651 2 .. 8186 1.0107 0 .. 2065 
0 .. 4096 0.9634 
0 .. 4615 1 .. 1791 2 .. 4396· 1 .. 3911 0 .. 2607 
0.5202 o.6714 
0 .. 5384 1. 0945 2 .. 1135 1 e 3089 0 .. 3491 
0 .. 5782 0.6344 
0.6110 0.6038 
0.6153 0.8198 2.3461 0.9914 0.2412 
0.6250 0.8901 
0.6298 0.7833 
0.6308 0.8620 
0.6360 o. 8412 . 
0.6399 0.7572 
0.6405 0.8244 
o .. 6438 0 .. 8087 
o .. 6445 0 .. 7525 
006454 0.7204 
0 .. 6923 1.,1987 1.9254 1. 6372 0 .. 5434 
0 .. 7528 0.5283 
007692 1 .. 3308 1.9843 1. 8436 0 .. 5587 
0 .. 8461 103930 10 9416 2.0154 o.6354 
0 .. 9230 103432 1. 9727 2.1392 0.,6979 
0 .. 9559 0.5513 
1.0000 1.,3953 10 9579 2.4945 o .. 8466 
10 0784 0.5368 
1 .. 2459 0 .. 5413 
104317 0 .. 7002 
1. 4930 0.5377 
1 .. 9132 0 .. 4383 
2 .. 6147 0.4880 
2 .. 9761 0 .. 4229 
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the appropriate values of the independent variable in the 
tables mentioned above. 
The TEST-P transformed effort ratio values shall be 
utilized first in the developed model. Referring _to Tables. 
XVIII through :XXIII, we may now determine whether the TEST~P 
values are acceptable, based upon the model criteria. If 
the TEST-P value lies within the prediction interval, it is 
acceptable; if outside the prediction interval., it is 
unacceptable. This procedure is accomplished manually, 
since the effort required to mechanize the operation is 
greater than the manual effort required. 
Figure 3 portrays in a graphical fashion the results 
;,_.., ... 
for the M/T effort ratio group at t:tie 90 per cent predictic;,n' 
levelo It is immediately noted that only five of the 
possible seven M/T ratio values given in Table XXVITI lie 
within the acceptable interval. .. Hence, based upon the 
developed model, the TEST-P ratio values are rejected which 
correspond with X(I) values of 004285 and 0.57140 
The TEST-A transformed effort ratio values are tested 
in a similar fashiono A summary of acceptability is pre-
sented in Table XXX for both TEST-P and TEST-A. 
Interpretation of Acceptability Results 
The acceptability summ1:1,ry presented in Table XXX 
represents, in an overall fashion, the similarity between 
the actual effort expenditure ratios and the predicted model 
limits, shown under TEST-Ao The disparity between the 
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Figure 3. M/T Effort Ratio Values for TEST-P with 90 Per Cent Prediction 
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00 
0 
TEST-P 
TABLE XXX 
ACCEPTABILITY SUlVllVIARY 
TEST-A 
Ratio Individual Valti.e- Prediction Limits Individual Value Prediction Limits 
-Grou_p 99% 98% 95% 90% 80% 99% 98% ,• 95% 90% 80% 
E/lVI 5 5 5 5 4 13 13 13 13 9 
E/T 3 2 2 2 2 10 10 10 9 9 
E/Q 3 1 1 1 0 13 13 13 12 10 
M/T 7 7 6 5 4 10 9 8 7 5 
M/Q -0 0 0 0 0 13 13 13 12 12 
Q/T 1 0 0 0 0 10 10 10 9 7 
Totals 1-9 15 14 13 10 69 68 67 62 52 
Per Cent 45024 35071 33033 30.95 23.81 88.46 87018 85.90 79.49 66,, 67 
():> 
__. 
contractor proposed effort expenditure ratios and the pre-
dicted model results are shown under TEST-P. The integer 
value located at the intersection of each effort ratio row 
and prediction limit column represents the number of test 
values which are acceptable, that is, the test value 
remained within the model developed prediction limits. 
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It should be noted that the maximum number of TEST~P 
values which could lie within the developed prediction 
limits for any effort ratio group is seven, the Si3ffie value 
as the numbe~ of proposed quarters of effort for the TEST-P 
growth phaseo The maximum value for the TEST-A portion, 
considering only the growth phase, is thirteen. Hence, the 
maximum possible number of test values for the entire growth 
phaee of TEST-Pis 42, for all six effort ratio groups. 
A comparable value for the TEST-A portion is 78. Thus, the 
overall growth phase for both TEST-P and TEST-A may be best 
evaluated on a percentage basis. Any comparison, other than 
percentage of growth phase totals tends to be erroneous, due 
to the differences in the number of effort ratio values 
being comparedo 
Comparing the percentages, at the same prediction level 
for both TEST-.P and TEST-A, it is observed that the model, 
when used as an evaluative device, is a good approximation 
of the true situationo The wide disparity between the 
TEST-P and TEST-A percentages further substantiates this 
conclusiono Furthermore, the relatively low percentage 
values for the TEST-P portion suggests that the contractor 
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had indeed proposed a growth phase capability-mix which was 
considerably less than optimum. 
The reliability with which the developed model 
approaches the true situation varies with the specified 
prediction limito As would be expected, the larger the 
prediction interval, the larger the number of test values 
which lie within the interval. Hdwever, the model does not 
achieve the theoretical number of test values expected 
within the specified intervalo Hence, we may conclude that 
the difference between the achieved percentage and the 
theoretical percentage may be attributable to sampling error 
or less. than optimum functional relati,onsnips. Even vvi th 
this in mind, the developed ~odel is considered an excellent 
device for proposal evaluationo 
The most desirable prediction inte:rvaJ. to be util:i.zed 
when using the· developed model as an evaluat.ive device is. a 
decision which the user must rendero For purposes of this 
investigation, it is noted that the l.east disparity, between 
the actual and theoretical number of values contained within 
a prediction interval, occurs for the 95 per cent prediction 
intervalo Hence, it appears desirable to utilize 95 per cent 
prediction intervals if only one prediction interval is to 
be consideredo However, the similarity between the theoreti-
cal and actual results associated with the 99 per cent, 
98 per cent, and 90 per cent prediction intervals are very 
near the value for 95 per cent. The only prediction 
interval which may be rathe+ restrictive is the 80 per cent 
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interval. · However, the ti,ght bounds which the 80 per cent 
interval places upon the individual point being evaluated 
suggests that the program under consideration should be 
well-defined and perhaps only requires minor advances in the 
state-of-the-art. If this is the case, the 80 per cent 
interval should be considered as the limiting case. Only 
those individuals well acquainted with the prograrri under 
consideration can exercise a valid judgement concerning the 
value of the prediction interval. 
When utilizing the developed model as an evaluative 
device, it is anticipated that the rejection of a cont.ractor· 
proposal on the basis of an unacceptable capability-mi~ 
will undoubtedly lead to one question on the cont;ractor•s. 
part; namely, how does a contractor achieve an acceptable 
capability-mix? Since the developed model does not estimate 
or predict effort expenditures as such, a general response 
to this query would be to furnish the contraotor with the 
acceptable prediction interval for specified individual 
valueso Thus, the contractor will know the range in which. 
the ratio is permitted to vary and still remain acceptab].e. 
Attempting to remain within acceptable effort rat:i.o expen-
diture intervals may very well cause the contractor to 
reconsider his total estimate, if the unacceptable ratio 
values are considerably beyond the acceptable limits. 
However, it still remains a contractor/government repre-
sentative judgement as to the total effort expenditure 
required for the growth phase of a program. 
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Based upon the ratio group inte~dependencies vvhich 
,, 
exist, it appears.that the 1;;tcceptance of any three contractor 
proposed ratio group values for a specified time value wo'Uld 
permit the calculation of the remaining ratio group values. 
This c9nclusion is valid, only under certain circumstances. 
Unfortunately, the correct circumstances do not .exist within 
the developed model .. The necessary circurq,stances are that 
each ratio group possess the same transformation. Likew:i,se, 
the associated time variate for each ratio group must 
possess the same transformation, although it may be different 
than the ratio group transformation. Hence, discretion must 
be exercised when utilizing the evaluat:i,.ve model, to avoid 
illogical pitfalls such as the above. 
Prediction with the Model 
It is frequently desirable to e.stimate the capability-
mix required at some point during the growth phase of a 
program, once the program is underway. When this situation 
occurs, the determination of the program time value 
associated with the growth phase is extremely critical, 
since the number of quarters of effort required .to attain 
effort expenditure peak may have increased. Thus, care 
must be exercised to assure that the best estimate of the 
independent variable is being utilized. It is only then 
that the developed model can function as a predic;tive 
device, and provide results which·are meaningful. 
The utilization of the developed mo9,el as a predictive 
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device assumes the user has available the growth phase time 
value for which the estimate is desired. Then, availability· 
of the taoulated values included in Appendix B is desirable, 
to eliminate the need for detailed mathematical operations 
relating to transformations. The user has only to substi-
tute the independent variable value into the developed 
functional relationships for the E/M, E/Q, M/T, and Q/T 
groups, perform the indicated mathematical operations, and 
then search for the resulting val~e in th~ transformed 
column of the appropriate table in tppendix Ba It should 
be noted that the data is arranged in rows from left to 
right in Appendix Bo Once the transformed value has been 
located, or a value near the transformed value, the rel;U or 
untransformed value immediately to its left is read or 
secured by interpolation. This is the predicted or esti-
mated value for the effort expenditure ratio in its natural 
or untransformed state. 
The E/T and M/Q groups utilize a slightly different 
approach in arriving at a predictive valueo Since the 
independent variable for these two groups was also trans-
formed in developing the overall model, it is necessary to 
follow the same technique in this predictive process. Thus, 
the independent variable value associated with each of these 
two groups is lQcated in thE;! untransformed column of the 
appropriate independent variable tables of Appendix Bo ?he 
respective transformed independent variable value is located 
immediately to the right of this value. This transfo~med 
value is then substituted into t~e respective functional 
relationship to arrive at some dependent variable value. 
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This value is then located in the appropriate dependent 
variable tables of Appendix Bo The desired value is located 
immediately to the left of the above located value and 
represents the predicted capability-mix for the particular 
effort ratio group, for the selected growth phase time value. 
Lim:i ting Values 
The tables developed in Appendix B, for use with the 
model as a predictive device, have been developed with the 
extreme input effort ratios as the bounding valueso 
Obviously, some bound was necessary to reduce the numbe~ 
of acceptable values, Several of the e:x;treme predicted 
limit values resulted in solutions which were not feasible .. 
Since it was desired to eliminate these non-feasible solu-
tions9 the extreme input ratio values were selected ~supper 
and lower bounds., Hence, each set of ratios, iaeQ, E/M, 
will possess its own unique extreme input ratio valueso 
This is essentially the same logic and rationale utilized 
in Chapter IV. in adjusting the prediction limits for indi-
vidual valueso The primary difference between the two 
methods is the range of interesto In Chapter IV, we were 
concerned with only twenty discrete values of X(I)a Now, 
we are concerned with every possible value of X(I) within 
the specified boundso Since it is impossible to provide 
every value for the specified bounds, values are provided 
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for selected increment~ of X(I) in Appendix Bo 
The ranges for the six effort ratio groups, together 
with the incremental value between the untransformed table 
values, are shown in Table XX.Xl .. It should be noted that 
the untransformed values and the incremental value for each 
effort ratio group are the inputs to the Predictive Value 
Program described in Appendix Aq ~he Predictive Val.ue. 
Program provides the c.apabili ty to develop exact tables wi "th 
any degree of sensitivity desired, by si~ply changing the 
incremental input valueo Hence, Appendix Bis on:).y a 
representative sample of the values which can be generated, 
and furthermore, are desirable to utilize the developed 
model in a predictive fashiono 
As mentioned earlier in the investigation, . the 
develo~ed model does not estimate or predict the actual 
effort expenditure required by a particular effort category . 
during a specific time periodo Instead, the developed 
model establishes the relationships which exist for th~ 
four effort expenditure categories in the form of. six 
interrelated ratioso 
,;p. 
Ratio 
Group 
E/M (Dep.,) 
E/1r (Dep.) 
E/Q (Dep.) 
M/T (Dep-.) 
M/Q (Dep.} 
Q/T (Dep·.) 
E/T (Ind.) 
M/Q (Ind.) 
TABLE XXXI 
PREDICTIVE-MODEL RANGES AND INCREMENTS 
Untransformed Values- Transformed Values 
Lower Upper Lower Upper 
0.4752 9. 6490 0.3537 3;3101 
1 .. 6696 27.7332 0.6254 0.9651 
2.1293 43.9673 1.1408 3.8059 
0.4028 18.6137 0.6347 4.,3143 
1.0627 17.2378 -0.3229 1.065_9 
0.1466 2.1983 0.1368 1. 1626 
0.1428 0.6464 0.5088 0.6450 
-3.9654 4.1483 -0.1269 0 .. 1385 
Increment 
0.-036549 
0.103839 
0.166685 
0.072553 
0.064443 
0.008174 
-0.002006 
0.032436 
()) 
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CH.APTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMl\lIENDA'l'IONS 
The concluding chapter is divided into two principal 
sections. The first seetion consists of general remarks 
and conclusions about the developed model, together with. 
the model applicationso The second section.proposes 
possible areas for future investigations concerning the 
developed model, as well as extensions pertaining to t:P,e 
...-,1,.t,:· 
general topic of growth phase oapability-mix. 
Genera;L Remarks and Conclusions. 
The ability to determine or evaluate a proposed R&:D 
launch vehicle growth phase capability-mix quickly and with· 
reasonable accuracy, is highly desirable for current aero-
space management., T}ie effect of rising manpower costs and 
curtailed budgets makes this ability even more paramount. 
This investigation hi;ts resulted in a mathemat:i,cal model 
which expedites the evaluation and estimation processes, 
yet is easily manipulated. The ability to reconstruct any 
evaluations or predictions at illlY future time. is also 
inherento As mentioned earlier, little research appears in 
the literature concerning the capabilit;y..-mix which should 
exist for a particular time period of an R&:D launch vehicle 
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growth phase. This investigation has formulated thi~ 
problem in terms of six effort eltl)enditure ratios derived 
from the four major effort expenditure categorie~,1'Vhich 
exist in an R&D launch vehicle program. 
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In this.dissertation, two, distinct applications have 
been developed as part of an overall capability-mix model. 
The resulting applications consist of, first, an evaluat;ive 
model, and second, a predictive model. Both of the 
resulting applications are based upon functional relation-. 
ships which have been developed in t:O.e overall model. The 
functional relationships, together with the prediction 
limits for individual values, provide a baseline ;for the 
evaluation of a contractor proposed capability-mix for 
various time periods of the t$rowth phase of an R&:D !launch 
vehicle program. Hence, "!;he designation, evaluative model. 
Utilizing the functional relationships, together with . 
the values provided in Appendix B, results in a predicted 
capability-mix for a particular growth phase time. periqd. 
Thus, the designation, predictive model. 
Two desirable qualities of a model are practicality, 
and ease of implementation. It is. believed that the 
developed model possesses these qu~ities since the re-
strictions and conditions of the model are not considered 
to be so stringent as to make the moq.el impractical for 
gover:nment or industrial applications. Furthermore, the 
final decision concerning the evaluative mod~l can be 
re~dily understood and easily implemented. Although the 
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calculations to arrive at a solution in the evaluative model 
are not difficult, the transformation of several values for 
use within the mod~l can become quite laborious,. Conse-
quently, the use of the Transform T-P, T-A Program is 
recommended when utilizing the evaluative modelo The pre-
dictive model requires only the basic mathematical operations, 
and in $ome cases, interpolation within the tables of 
Appendix B, to be implementedo 
Proposals for Future Investigations 
The model developed through this investigat;i.on considers 
all direct effort expenditures as occurring in one of four 
effort categories, namely, engineering, manufacturing, 
tooling, or quality assurance,. Future investigations 
might well be oriented toward the breakdown of the four 
effort expenditure categories into as many meaningful and 
factual categories as might become availablec For example, 
test operations appears to be a significant effort expen-
diture category 1 but is contained within the manufacturing 
category in the developed modelQ The difficulty, of course, 
is the ability to acquire empirical data in any additional 
categories which are specifiedo 
With the progression of time, additional R&D launch 
vehicle programs will have attained the completion of 
program growth phaseo It is recommended that the additional 
empirical data be integrated with the data provided within 
this investigation, and a·new model be developedo The 
entire proeedure;3 must be retraced, since additional data 
will undoubtedly require different tra.nsformations to 
achieve the dual cons~raint of normality and variable 
dependenceo The new model approach and concept would be 
identical. to that outlined in this investi~ation. The 
benefits to be derived from the inclusion of additional 
growth phase data will more than offset the additional 
development effort required. 
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As pointed out in Chapter r; reiatively little progress 
has been made in the mathematical analysis of the . R&D launcn . 
vehicle growth phase capability-mix problem. It is possible 
that the application of the concepts presented in this 
dissertation may result in the solution of other unresolved 
capability-mix problems. The expenditure of additional 
research effort in extending tb.e presented concept beyond 
the growth phase of an R&D launc.h v~hicle progr~ also 
appears justified at this time. 
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A:PPENDIXESS 
95 
FOREWORD 
Appendix A contains the computational procedures, 
together with a brief description of each of the five 
developed computer progra.m.s, utilized in this investigatiqn. 
The computational proceq.ures were written in FORTRAN IV for 
the IBM 1130 computing system. 
Appendix B consists of eight sets of tabular values 
utilized with the predictive model. Each of the six 
dependent variable ratio transformations require one set. 
Then, one set is required for each of the E/T and lVl/Q 
independent v1;1.riable value transformationi.'3. 
The computer program descriptions, together with the 
tabular values of Appendix B, are included as support 
material for the text and to eliminate redundant research 
for future investigationsQ 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTATIONAL PROOEDU:RES FOR BASIC MODEL 
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APl?:SNDIX . A-1 
RATIO fROGRAlVI 
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R,ATIO PROGRAM 
Program Description 
The Ratio Program performs the simple mathematic~ 
operation o:+" division for tb.e six a.esired ratio groups. The 
present maximum is 25 quarters of empiricaJ,. data for each of 
the four basic effort expenditure categories. 
Data.cards 
The first data card cont~ns a .re~ ~um.tar in columns 
one through three wh:i,ch specifies the number o;f' quarters of 
empirical data which will be proces~ed. Card two identifies 
the source of the data to be processed. Card three begins 
the data sequence. Data is entered in fields of ten 
columns with two digits beyond the decima1, four ;fields 
per cardo The order of variables must be constant for each 
card, and is referred to in this order in the program. 
Program Ou.tput 
The ca;pability-mix: for selected increments of time, 
for the particular program beine; processed, is provided 'by 
the ratio program. 
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FORTRAN IV LISTING OF RATIO PROGRAM 
DIMENSION EC25l,XMC25),TC25),Q(25),R(25) 
60 READC2,4)RN 
NPT=RN+el 
4 FORMAT(F3e0) 
READC2,7) 
7 FORMATll6HlPROGRAM A 
WRITEC3,7> 
WRITE<3,l> 
100 
1 FORMAT( 1 0DIRECT MANHOUR RATIOS AS A FUNCTION OF TIME') 
WR[TEC3,2) 
2 FORMAT( 1 0 TIME 1 t3X, 1 E/M 1 ,lOX, 1 E/T 1 ,lOX, 1 E/Q 1 , 
610X, 1 M/T 1 ,lOX, 1 M/0 1 ,lOX, 1 Q/T 1 /) 
READC2,3)CECI),XMCI>,TCI>,Qll),I=l,NPT) 
3 FORMAT(4Fl0el) 
K=O 
DO 10 I=l,NPT 
IF(XMll)-0)20,20,30 
20 REM=O•O 
GO TO 40 
30 REM=ECI)/XMCI) 
40 IFCT<I>-0>2i,21,31 
21 RET=OeO 
GO TO 41 
31 RET=E(l)/T(I) 
41 IF(Q(I)-0)22,22,32 
22 REQ=OeO 
GO TO 42 
32 REQ=EC I )/QC I> 
42 IF(T(I)-0)23,23,33 
23 RMT=o.o 
GO TO 43 
33 RMT=XMCI)/Tll) 
43 IF(Q(l)-0)24,24,34 
24 RMQ=O.O 
GO TO 44 
34 RMO=XM(l)/Qll) 
44 IF(T( I >-0)25,25,35 
25 RQT=O,O 
GO TO 45 
35 RQT=QCI)/T(I) 
45 K=K+l 
XK=K 
RCI)=XK/RN 
WRITEC3,5)R<I>,REM,RET,REQ,RMT,RMQ,RQT 
5 FORMAT(7(Flle4,2X)/) 
10 CONTINUE 
GO TO 60 
50 STOP 
END 
.APPENDIX A,-2 
CHI-SQUARE PROGRAM 
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CHI~SQUARE PRQGR.AM 
Program Description 
~)le Chi-Square l'rog;t"am compa:res a·set of sample fre-
,' . l • . 
quencies with a set of frequencies that would be e~~cted on. 
the basis of some hypothest1:1. If the two sets comJ?are well, 
the eypothesis is accepted; if they compare poorly, tlle 
hypothesi~ is rejected. The formulation of the test is as 
follows: Let F1, F2, ••• , Fk be the sample frequencies of 
the classes, and let f 1, f 21 ••• , fk be the frequencies that 
would be expected on the basis.of hypothesis H0 •. Then, if 
H0 is true, sample val-µes. of the quantity 
t . · .· 2 ~ (Fi - !i) 
L .ri 
i=1 
will tend to approximate th.e chi-sq,uare dist:r:I.bution with. 
the degrees of freedo~ equal to k minus the number of Fi 
parameters that are utilized inthe determination of the 
theoretical distribution. The developed theoretical distri .... 
bution utilizes the sample mean, sample standard deviation, 
and sample size as estimates of the theoretical distribution 
parameters. Hence, a de(?;I'ee of freedom is lost for each 
estimated theoretical parameter, The program also po.ssesses 
the capability to transform the input data i~to any desired. 
form while conducting a search for a depen.dent variable 
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distribution which approaches :normality, 
. Data Oards 
The first data card may contain any desired numeric or 
alphamerio characters in the first 72 colupins. This is 
usually an identification card. The seconp. data card 
consists of an.integer number in columns nine and ten which 
designates the k class j,ntervals into wh;i..ch th,e dat9i is to 
be classified, and an integer number in columr,i.s 19 and ~O 
which specifies the number of observations which follow. 
The data cards which follow contain the dependent variable 
data in eight fields of ten columns per card, with four 
digits beyond the decimal. The program is presently 
limited to 1000 observat;lons of t:ne dependent variable. 
Program Output 
The output consists of the empiricl:ll and th.eoretical 
frequencies grouped into appropriate class interval.so The 
value of 1(_ 2 is provided, togeth~r with. the mean and 
varianceo If an.;y- class interval. contain$ less than five 
observations, the grouping of class ;intervals to achieve 
the --X..2 criteria must be accomplished manual.lye 
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FORTRAN IV LISTING OF CHI SQUARE PROGRAM 
COMMON X(lOOO>,NN(lO)tCPT(lO>,ENC10)tCHlClO)tlLYA(72l ·. 
COMMON K, MOR . . .. 
DO 2 IRMA=l,25 
IRMA=IRMA 
READC2,99)ILYA 
WRITE(3,89)1LYA 
READC2,3)K,MOR 
READC2,4)CXCI>,I=l,MOR> 
DO 6 I=l,MOR 
XCI)=XCI> 
6 CONTINUE 
WRITEC3~9)(XCI),I=l,MOR) 
CALL NCHI 
3 FORMATC2IlO> 
4 FORMATC8Fl0•4> 
9 FORMAT(.//lX,lO(lXtFl0.4)) 
89 FORMATC1Hl,1Xt72Al) 
99 FORMAT C 72Al> · 
2 CONTINUE 
CALL EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE ~CHI . 
~ COMMON X(lOOO>,NNClO>,~PTClO)•ENClO)tCHIClO)~lLYAC73> 
COMMON K,MOR 
20 FORMAf(//El5•7} 
18 FORMATC//IlbiFlS•2~El5e7) . . 
209 FORMAT(///7X,4HOCI>•lOX,4Hi(l)t6Xt6HCHI SQ) 
KK=K-1 
B=XCl> 
DO 33 I=ltMOR 
IF(B-X(I))4t4t33 
4 B=XCI> 
33 CONTINUE 
WR I TE C 3 , 2 0 > B 
A=X ( l ). · 
DO 7 I=l,MOR 
IF(XCI>-A>SB,88,7. 
88 A=XCI) 
·. ? CONT I NUE 
WR I T-E < 3 , 2 0 > A 
WRITE( 3,209) 
RNC=(B-A)/KK. 
DO 15 I=l•K 
15 NN(I)=O• 
DO 16 l=l,MOR 
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FORTRAN IV LISTING OF CHI SQUARE PROGRAM (CONTINUED) 
IF(X(l)•A)l0,10,9 
9 IFCB-X(l))ll,11,12 
10 NNCl-)=NN(l)+l 
GO TO 16 
11 NN(K)=NNCK)+l 
GO TO 16 
12 J=(X(I)-A)/RNC 
NN(J+l)=NN(J+l)+l-
16 CONTIN_UE 
CPT(l>•RNC+A 
CPTCK>=B 
DO 27 1=2,KK 
27 CPTCI>=CPT(I-l)+RNC 
SUM=OeO 
DO 13 I=l,MOR 
13 SUM=SUM+X(I) 
AVE=SUM/MOR 
SUM=SUM**2/MOR 
EXSQ=O• 
DO 14 I=l,MOR 
14 EXSQ=EXSQ+XCI)**2 . 
SIG=SQRT((EXSQ-SUM)/(MOR-l)l 
TWOPl=SQRT(2*3el416) 
TWOPI=le/TWOPI 
DO 23 I::l,KK 
Z=(CPT(l)-AVE)/SIG 
IFCZ)25,26,26 
25 LL=-1 
GO TO 28 
2Q LL=l 
28 Z=ABS(Z> 
IF(Z-3e)30,30t31 
31 2=3· 
30 F=l• 
SUM=Z 
DO 24 J=ltlO 
F=F*J 
L=2*J+l 
24 SUM=SUM+((Z**L)*Cl-l)**J)J/CC2**J)*L*f) 
EN(I>=CeS+CLL*TWOPI*SUMl)*MOR 
IFCEN<I))207,23,23 
207 EN(I>=O• 
23 CONTINUE 
EN(K>=FLOATCMORl-ENCKKl 
IF(EN<K)>210,211~2ll 
210 EN(K)=O• 
211 SUM=EN(l> 
DO 29 1=2,KK 
lOp 
FORTRAN IV LISTING OF CHI SQUARE PROGRAM (CONTINUED) 
EN<I)•EN(l)-SUM 
29 SUM=EN(I)+SUM 
DO 17 l=l•K 
F•EN( I> 
CHI<I>•((NN<I>-ENCl)>**2)/EN(I) 
17 WRITE< 3tl8)NN(l>,F,CHICI> 
SUM=O• 
DO 19 1,..:1 ti<. 
19 SUM=SUM+CHI(I) 
WRIT~( 3t20) SUM 
WRITE< 3,20) AVE 
WRITE( 3,20) SIG 
RETURN 
END 
APPENDIX A-3 
REGRESSION-~IMIT PROGRAM 
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· REGRESSION-LIMIT PROGRAM 
P;rogra.µi Description 
The Regression-Limit Program provides a 0 least squares" 
fit of up to 100 observations for each of the dependent and 
independent variables. The program consist~of two main 
subroutines, first, the regression analysis, a,.nd second, 
the prediction limits for individual values. The mathe-
matical procedure uti:J,.ized in tl:te regression subroutine i$ 
the standard correlation method, Althou.gh equations fin,uly 
solved by the program are linear, many transcendental 
. . . . 
functions may be included. The program operator's intuition 
and initiative are the upper bound for the number of possible· 
transformations which may be utilized within the program. 
With the transformation option, non-linear terms are trans .... 
formed and handled as linear variables. 
The limit subroutine calculates the prediction interval. 
for up to 51 selected values of X(I), for the 99 per cent, 
98 per cent, 95 per cent, 90,per cent, or 80 per cent 
prediction limits fo·r individual. values. 
The regression aneuysis subroutine may oe ut.ilized 
without the limit subroutine, out the limit subroutine can 
be utilized only in conjunction wii;h the regression 
subroutineo 
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Data Oards 
The first data card may contain any desired numeric or 
alphameric characters in the first 72 columns. This is 
usually an identification carq.. The second card consists 
of an integer number in column ten, wh:Lch designates ·the 
number of independent varia°Qles, and an integer number in 
columns 19 and 20 which specifies tne number of dependent/ 
independent pair observations which follow. The data cards 
which immediately follow col).tain the dependent variable 
data in eight fields of ten columns per card, wit~ four 
digits beyond the decimal. The independent variable data 
cards follow the dependent variable data cards, in the same 
format as the dependent variable. The card immediately 
after the last independent variable data card possesees 
a one, two, three, four, or five in column ten which 
designates the desired prediction inte:rval for the limit 
subroutineo 
Program Output 
The output of the Regression-Limit Program consists of: 
i=lo The regression coefficients b0 and b 11' 
bo Table of regression variance analysis including 
the •1F11 ratio,, 
Co Prediction intervals for the selected ind~v;idual 
values of :X(I) about the corresponding Y(I)., 
FORTRAN IV LISTING OF REGRESSION-LIMIT PROGRAM 
COMMON A(2t3)tCOEF(2),KONC2),Nl,NPTtILYA(72),8,Q 
COMMONSSREG,OSERR,T(5),ULC51),DLC5l)tALCll9)tBARX 
COMMON Y(l00),X<2,100) 
3 FORMAT(2110) 
4 FORMAT(8Fl0e4) 
9 FORMAT(//10llX,Fl0e4)J 
89 FORMAT(lHltlX,72Al) 
99 FOl~MAT ( 72Al) 
READC2t99)ILYA 
WRITE(3,89)1LYA 
READC2,3)Nl,NPT 
REAOC2,4)(Y(I),l=l,NPT) 
DO 5 I=l,Nl 
5 READC2,4)CXCI,J>,J=l,NPT) 
DO 6 J=l.,NPT 
Y(J)=ALOG(Y(J)+leO) 
6 CONTINUE 
B=XCl,l) 
DO 33 I=ltNPT 
I F C B-X ( 1 , I ) ) 8 , 8 , 3 3 
8 B=X(l,I) 
33 CONTINUE 
Q=X<l,U 
DO 7 I=l,NPT 
IF(X(l,I)-Q)88,88,7 
88 Q=X(l,I) 
7 CONTINUE 
WRITEC3,9)(YCI),I=l,NPT) 
DO 10 I=ltNl 
10 WRITEC3,9t(XC1,J),J=l,NPT) 
CALL MLREG 
CALL LIMIT 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE MLREG 
COMMON A(213),COEF(2),KONC2)tNl,NPT,ILYAC72)tB,Q 
C0MMONSSREG,DSERRtT(5)tUL(51),DL(5l)tAL(ll9)1BARX 
COMMON Y(lOO>tXC2,lOQ) 
2 FORMAT(///2X,l8HCURVE COEFFICIENTS) 
31 FORMAT(//2X,2HBC,Il,1H),3X,El5e7) 
62 FORMAT(//2X6HSOURCE9X4HSeSe9X4HDeFe9X4HM•S•9XlHF) 
110 
63 FORMAT(//2X6HDUE T0,4X,El0•4,4X,~l0•4,4X,El0e4t4X•El0e4) 
64 FORMAT(//2X5HA60UT,4X,El0e4,4X,El0•4t4X,El0e4) 
65 FORMAT(//2X5HTOTAL,4X,El0e4,4X,El0•4) 
69 FORMAT(//2X,20HANOVA FOR CURVE WITH,13tl3HINO VARIABLES) 
900 FORMAT(l/4Xl5HSINGULAR MATRIX/4X20HCURVE FIT IMPOSSIBLE) 
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FORTRAN IV LISTING OF REGRESSIQN .. 1,..IMIT PROGRAM CCONTINU~r>) 
N=Nl+l 
M=N+l 
ANPT=NPT 
DO 10 I=l,N 
00 10 J=l•M 
10 ACltJ>. =0• 
DO 80 1=2,N 
DO 80 J=ltN 
DO 80 K=l,NPT 
80 ACI,J)=ACl,J)+XCl•ltK>*XCJ-ltK) 
ACl,l)=NPT 
DO Bl J=2•N 
DO 81 K=ltNPT 
81 ACltJl=ACl,J)+XCJ-ltK) 
DO 82 K=l,NPT 
82 ACl,M>=ACl,M)+YCK) 
DO 83 1=2tN. 
DO 83 K=l,NPT 
83 ACl,M>=ACI,M)+XCl-ltK)*YCK> 
DO 84 I=l,N 
DO 84 J=l,N 
84 ACJ,I>=ACI,J) 
BARX=ACltN)/NPT 
DO 417 J=leM 
DO 417 I=l.,N 
417 ACI,J>=ACl,J)/ANPT 
IERR=O 
M=N+l 
C>O 25 l=l,N 
IF(ACI,I)) 40,41,40 
41 IERR=l 
GO TO 210 
40 TEMP =l•O/ACl,I) 
lPl=I+l 
DO 51 J=IPltM 
51 A«I,J) =ACl,J)*TEMP 
DO 24 K=l,N 
IFCI-K> lt24,1 
l DO SO J=IPltM 
SO ACK,J)~A<K,J>-ACK,l>*ACl•J> 
24 CONTINUE 
25 CONTINUE 
N=Nl+l 
M=N+l 
210 IFCIERR) 21'20,21' 
21 WRITEC3,900> 
CALL EXIT 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 13 K=l•N 
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FORTRAN IV LISTING OF REGRESSION-LIMIT PROGRAM (CONTINUED). 
13 COEFCK)=ACK,M) 
SUMR2=0e0 
DO 15 l=l,NPT 
SUMX=O• • 
DO 14 K=l.tNl 
14 SUMX=SUMX+COEFCK+l)*XCK,I) 
YC=COEFCll+SUMX 
R=YCil-YC 
15 SUMR2=SUMR2+R*R 
SIGMA=SQRTCSUMR2/ANPT> 
SSERR=SUMR2 
SUMR2=YC11 
DO 60 1=2,NPT 
60 SUMR2=SUMR2+YCII 
BARYl=SUMR2/NPT 
SUMR2=0e0 
DO 61 l=ltNPT 
R=YCl>-BARYl 
61 SUMR2=SUMR2+R*R 
SSTOT=SUMR2 
SSREG=SSTOT-SSERR 
DSREG=SSREG/Nl 
DSERR=SSERR/CNPT-CNl+l)) 
FRATO=DSREG/DSERR 
DEGFT=Nl 
DEGFB•NPT-CNl+ll 
OEGRE=NPT-1 
WRITEC3,69)Nl 
WRITEC3,62) 
WRITEC3t63)SSREG,DEGFT,DSREG,FRATO 
WRITEC3,64JSSERR,DEGFB,DSERR 
WRITEC3,65)SSTOT,DEGRE 
WRITEC3,2) 
MM=Nl+l 
DO 800 I=ltlO 
800 KONCl>=I-1 
WRITEC3,3l)CKON(1)1COEFCl>•l•l1MM) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LIMIT 
COMMON AC2~3leCOEFC2l,KONC2)1Nl1NPTtlLYAC72)181Q 
COMMONSSREG,DSERRtTC5ltULC5ll,DLC5l)tALC119)tBARX 
COMMON YC100l,X(2,100l 
DSERR=SQRT(DSERR) 
SUMK=SSREG/CCOEFC2>**2) 
T(ll=2e576 
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FORTRAN IV LISTING OF REGRESSION-LIMIT PROGRAM (CONTINUED) 
T(2)=2e326 
T(3)=le960 
T(4)=le645 
T(5)=le282 
READ(2,l)MAX 
READ<2,4)NX 
4 FORMAT(llO) 
READC2t5)(X(l,I>,I=l,NX> 
5 FORMAT(8Fl0e4) 
WRITEC3,50) 
l FORMATCilO) 
DO 2 I= l ,NX 
YCl)=COEF(l)+COEF(2)*X<l,I) 
2 CONTINUE 
DO 3 I=l,NX 
SHERI=SQRT(l+l/NPT+(CCX<l,l)-BARX)**2)/SUMK)) 
SHERI=T(MAXJ*OSERR*SHERI 
UL(Il=YCil+SHERI 
3 DL(I>=Y(I)-SHERI 
WRITEC3,5l)(X(l,I>,OL(I>,YCI>,ULCl),I~l,NX> 
51 FORMAT(//4(10Xtfl0e41) 
50 FORMATClHl,14Xt4HX(l)tl6X,SHLOWERtl6Xt4HY(I)tlSXt5HUPPER) 
RETURN 
END 
.APPENDIX A-4 
TRANSFORM T-A, T-P FROGRAM 
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TRANSFORM T-A, T~P PROGR!lVI 
Program Description 
The Treµisform T-A, T-P Program performs only one 
operation, namely, the transformation of the prog~arn input 
data into any form desired by the user. The desired trans-
formation is designated within loop six of the ~rogri:W deck. 
Data Cards 
The first data card may oontain any desired :r,1:wnerio. or 
alphameric characters in the first 72 colwnn.s. This is 
usually an identification card. The second card con~ists 
of an integer value in column ten which defines the nu.m,ber 
of independent variables, an,d an integer value in columns 19 
and 20 which designates the number of dependent/independent 
variable pair observations which follow. The data cards 
which immediately follow contain.the dependent variable data 
in eight fields of ten columns per oard, with four digitl;i3 
beyond the decimal. The independent variable data cards 
follow the dependent variable data card~, in the same 
format as tne dependent variable .• 
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Program Output 
The 011tput consiets of the input data vl;l.]..ues tran.s-
forroed according to the speoifi~d transfo:r;,nation fo;r both 
the dependent and independent variable. 
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FORTRAN IV LISTING OF TRANSFORM T-A,T-P PROGRAM 
COMMON AClO,ll)tXC10~150ltYC150)tCOEFClO)tKONC10) 
COMMON Nl,NPT,ILYAC72) 
2 READ<2,99lILYA 
\~RITE(3t89) ILYA 
READ<2,3>Nl,NPT 
REA0(2,4)(YCil,I=l,NPT> 
DO 5 1=1,Nl 
5 READ(2,4)(X(I,J>,J=l,NPT> 
DO 6 l=l,Nl 
DO 6 J=l,NPT 
YCJ)=ALOG(YCJ)+leO) 
6 CONTINUE 
WRITEC3,9)CYCI>tI=l,NPT) 
DO 10 I=l,Nl 
10 WRITEC3,9)(XCieJ)tJ=l,NPT) 
3 FORMAT ( 2110 > 
4 FORMAT(8Fl0e4) 
9 FORMATC//1X,10(1X,Fl0e4)) 
89 FORMAT(1Hl,1X,72Al> 
99 FORMAT(72Al> 
GO TO 2 
END 
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APPENDIX A-5 
PREDICTlVE VALUE PROGRAM 
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PREDICTIVE VALUE PROGRAM 
Program ~escription 
The Predicti,ve Valu~ Pro~ram. generates tablee;3·of real 
values, and the corresponding transformed values, for 
specified increments of a designated real number range. 
Data Ce.rds 
Only one data card .is required, since the program is a 
generator. Three values are requi;r-ed. on· t:P,is card,. en.tared 
.. · 
in fields of ten columns with six digits beyond .. the 
decimal. The first value is the upper limit:i,ng value, 
second is the lower limiting value, and lae1t i$ the desired 
increment .. 
Prograin Output 
The output consists of both the real and the trans-
formed values, read left to right for the specified range 
and increment .. 
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FORTRAN IV LISTING OF PREDICTIVE VA~UE PROGRAM 
DIMENSION RClOOO)tRTClOOO, 
READC2,l)U,XL,D 
l FORMAT(3Fl0e6) 
XLM=XL-D 
N=CU-XL)/0+1 
IFC126-N)91,91,93 
91 K=l26 
GO TO 8 
93 K=N 
8 J=l 
DO 10 I=l•K 
R(l)=XLM+J*D 
10 J=J+l 
DO 20 I=l,K 
20 RTCI>QSQRTCRCl)+2)/RCI) 
WRITEC3,2) 
2 F0RMATC1Hl,47X,28HE/M DEPENDENT VARlABLE GROUP) 
WRITE(3,3) 
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3 FORMAT(lHOtl9Xtl3HR=BASIC VALUE144X,40HRT•TRANSFORM VALUE 
6 SQRTCR+2)/R) 
WRITE<3,5) 
5 FORMAT(lHOt6X,5(1HRt9Xt2HRT,8X)t!HR,9Xt2HRT/l 
WRITEC3,4>(RCl),RTCil,I=l•K> 
4 FORMAT(l2Fl0.4/) 
IP=CR(I>-XL)/D+l 
IL=N-IP 
XLM=RCI> 
IF(IL-0)9,9,94 
94 IF(l26-IL)8,8,92 
92 K=IL 
GO TO 8 
9 STOP 
ENO 
.APPENDIX B 
PREDICTIVE MODEL TABULAR VALUES 
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APPENDIX B-1 
TABULAR V .A;L'IJES FOR THE E/M 
DEPENDENT VARlABL~ 
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E/M DEPENDENT VARIABLE GROUP 
R=BASIC VALUE RT=TRANSFORMEO VALUE•SQRTIR+2l/R 
R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT 
o.4752 3.3101 o.511s 3.0963 o._5483 2.9109 Oe5849 2.7485 o.6214 2.6051 Oe6580 2e4775 
Oe6945 2.363.2 0.1311 2·2603 o.767.6 2el670 o.8042 2.0821 Oe8407 2e0046 Oe8773 1.9334 
Oe9138 le8678 o.9504 le8072 -o.9869 1.1510 1.0235 le6988 1.0600 1.6501 le0966 le.6046 
1.1331 1.5620 1.1697 1.s220 1.2062 le4844 le2428 1.4489 I.2793 1.4154 1.3159 le3837 
le3524 le3537 .1.3890 1.3253 1.4255 . le2983 lo4621 1.2125 le4986 le2480 le5352 1.2247 
1.5717 le2024 le6083 1.1s10 le644-8 lel606 le6814 lel411 1. 7179 le 1223 le7545 1-1043 
le7910 1.oa11 le8276 1.0704 lo8641 1.0544 lo9007 1.0390 · lo9372 .1.0242 - lo9738 lo0099 
200103 0.99-61 200469 o.9s21 200834 o.9699 201200 009574 201565 0.9453 2el931 0.9337 
2e2296 Oe9223 202662 Oo9ll4 2e3027 009-007 2e3392 o.a904 203758 0.8804 2•4123 Oe-8707 
2e4489 o.8612 2e4854 o.8s21 205220 Oe8431 2.55.85 0.8344 205951 Oa8260 206316 :Oe8177 
206682 008097 2.7047 OoBOl9 - 207413 o.7943 207778 007868 208144 Oo7796 208509 0.1125 
2e8875 o.7656 2.9240 o.7588 2o_9606 001s22 209971 o.7458 3.0337 0.1395 3e0702 007333 
3·1068 0.1273 301433 007214 301799 Oo 7157 302164 0.1100 302530 0.1045 302895 Oe6991 
3e3261 0.6938 3.3626 o.6886 3.,3992 006835 3.4357 o.61a5 3o47i3 006736 305088 0.6689 
3e5454. Oe6642 305819 006595 306185 0.6550 300550 006506 306916 Oeb462 3e7281 Oo6419 
3e7647 o.6377 3.8012 o.6336 308.378 -0.6295 -3.5743 Oe6255 3e9l09 0.6216 3.9474 006178 
3e9840 o.6140 4-.0205 0.6102 4.0571 0.:6066 4.0936 0.6030 4el301 0;.5994 4ol667 005959 
. 40203.2 . 005925 402398 005891 402763 o.5s5_a _ -403129 o.5sz5 403494 o.5793 4e3860 005761 
404225 o.:sno 404591 005699 4.4956 Oo5669 4,05322 005639 4oS687 005609 4e6053 - o.s5ao 
4e6418 o.5552 406784 Oo5523 407149 Oo.5495 407515 Oo546B 40.7880 005441 408246 0•5414 ...... 
[:.,;) 
4.8611 005388 4.8977 o.5362 4.9342 o.5336 409708 o.S3ll 500073 o.s2s6 5a0439 - o.5261 c,:i 
E/M DEPENDENT VARIABL.E GROUP 
R=BASIC VALUE RT=TRANSFORMEO VALUE•SQRTCR+2)/R 
R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT 
5e0804 0.5231 5.1110 0.5213 5.1535 o.s1a9 5.1901 o.5166 5.2260. o.5143 5e2632 o_.5120· 
5.2997 o.5097 5.3363 o.so1s 5.3728 o.5o53 5.4094 0;.5032 5.4459 0.5010 5e4825 0.4989 
5.'5'190 0'e'4968 5.5556 0.4947 5.5921 0.4927 · 5.6287 0.4907 s.6652 Oe4887 5e70l8 Oe4867 
5.7383 <h4847 5.7749 0.4828 5.8114 Oe4809 5.8480 0.4790 5.8845 0.4771 5.9210 Oe4753 
Se9576 0.4 734 5.9941 .0.4716 6.0307 Oe4699 6.0672 Oe4681 6 .103-8 0.4663 6.el403 Oe4646 
6.1769 o.4629 6e2l34 o.4612 6.2500 0.4595 6.2865 Oe4579 6.3231 Oe4562 6·3596 Oe4546 
6.3962 Q.4530 6.4327 Oe4514 6.4693 o.4498 6e5058 0.4482 · 6.5424 -0.4467 .6.5789 Oe4452 
6e61_55 o.4436 6.6520 0.4421 6.6886 0.4406 6.7251 -0.4392 6.7617 0.4377 6e7982 Oe43.63 
6e.8348 o.4348 6.8713 0.4334 6.9079 0.4320 6,9444 0.4306 6.9810 0.4292 ·1.0175 0.4279 
I c-"\ 
7.0541 Oe4265 7.0.906 0.4252 1.1212 o.423a 7.1637 0.4225 1.2003 Oe4212 . 7.2368 0.4199· 
7e2734 0.418-6 7.3099 0.4174 7.3465 o.4161 . 7.3830 0.4148 7e4l.96 0.4136 7e4561 Oe4124 
7.4927 o.4112 7.5292 0.4099 7.5658 0.4087 7.6023 0.4076 7.6389 0.4064 7e6754 Oe40S2 
7~ 7120 0.401+0 7.7485 0.4029 1. 78·so 0.4018 7.8216 0.4006" 7.8581 0.3995 7.8947 o.3984 
7.9312 o.3973 7.9678 0.3962 a.0043 0.3951 8.0409 o.3940 8.0774 0.3930 8·1140 Oe3919 
8el505 -o.3908 8.1871 o.3898 8.2236 !).3888 8.2602 0.3877 8e2967 0.3867 a.3333 o.3857 
a.3698 o.3847 8.4064 -0.3837 s.4429 0.3827 8.4795 o.3a11 8.5160 o.3ao1 8•S526 Oa3798 
a.5891 o.3788 8.02s1 0.3779 8.6622 o.3769 s.6988 Oe31o0 8. 7353 o.31so 8· 7719 o.3741 
8e8084 o.3732 8.8450 o.3723 8e8815 o.3714 8.9181 0.3105 a.9546 o.3696 8e·9912 Oe3687 
9.0277 Oa3678 9.0643 0.3669 9.1008 Q,;3660 9.1374 o.3652 9.1739 Oa361+3 9e2l05 0.363!:I 
9~2470 o.3626 9.2836 o.3618 9.3"201 0.3609 9.3567 0.3601 9 .. 3932 0.3593 9e4298 Oa3585 ....... 
1':) 
9a4663 0,3571 9.5029 Oe3569 9.5394 o.3560 9.5760 0.3553 9.6125 0.3545 9·6490 0.3537 1f:>. 
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E/T DEPENDENT VARIABLE GROUP 
R=BASIC VALUE RT•TRANSFORMED VALUE•R/IR+ll 
R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT 
le66'96 Oa6254 la7735 Oa·6394 1.8773 Oe6524 lo9Bl2 :006645 200850 o .. 6758 201888 006864 
2.2··927 o.6963 2.396, o.7055 2-.5004 007143 2.6042 007225 207080 007303 2118119 007376 
2e91.57 o.7446 3e0l96 0.1512 3 .. 1234 o .. 7574 302272 007634 303311 00769.l 304349 Oo 7745 
3a538B o.7796 3.6426 0·· 784'6 . 3.7464 o.7893 308503 007938 3,.9541 o.7981 400579 008022 
4.161,8 OoB.062 4.2656 ·008100 4 .. 3695 008137 .4,.4733 0.8112 405771 008206 4<>6810 008239 
4e7848 0.:5211 4.8887 o.8301 4.9925 Oe8331 ·io0963 · 008359 5 .. 2002 0.8387 503040 Oit8413 
5e·4079 o.8439 5e5117 0.8464 5e6155 Oe8488 5e7l94 o .. 8511 511823.2 o .. 8.534 .509270 Oit8.556 
6e03'09 o.8577 6.1347 Oe85'98 6e238.6 Oa8618 603424 o .. 8638 6·4462 0~865'7 605501 008675 
6a6539 O·e8693 6.7578 o.sno 608616 0.8728 609654 ·008744 7.0693 Oo8760 1.1731 008776 
1.2110 o,.8791 7.3808 o.8806 7.4846 Oe882l 705885 o.8835 7116923 008849 7·7962 008863 
7e9000 o.s:876 9.0038 Oe8889 8.1011 0.8902 8.2115 · o.8914 .th315,3 Oa8926 804192 o.a938 
8.5230 o.8949 a.6269 o.8961 8.7307 o.8972 8~8345 o.8983 8.9384 008993 900422 0.9004 
9el4.61 Oe9·014 9e2499 0.9024 9.3537 009034 9e4576 009043 905614 Oit9053 906653 Oe9062 
9.76'91 Oe907l 9.8729 o.9080 9 .. 9768 0.9088 ·10.08.06 0.9091 10 .. 1844 0.9105 10·2883 Oe9lllt 
10.3921 0.9122 10.4960 Oe9130 10.5998 0.9137 10.7036 0.9145 l0e8075 · 0.9153 . 10.9113 .0.9160 
u.01s2 0.9167 11.1190 o.9174 11~2228 o.9iai u.3267 Oe9l88 llo4305 o.919s 11115344 0.9202 
lla6382 o·.9208 11.7420 o.921s 11.8459 o.92.21 11.9497 0.9227 12.0536 0.9233 12.1574 Oe9239 
12.2612 o.9245 12.3651 Oe9251 12.4689 0.9251 12e5727 'o.9263 12·6766 i>.9268 l2e7804 Oo9Z74 
1,2.8843 o.9279 12.9881 o.9285 13e0919 Oe9290 l3el958 0~9295 1302996 009300 13•4035 Oe9305 
13e5073 Oa9310 13.6111 o.9315 13.7150 Oe9320 13e8188 o.9325 13·9227 · Oa9329 llte0265 Oe9331t 
.... 
14el303 0.9339 14.2342 0.9343 14.:1'380 o.9348· 14.4418 o.9352' . 1405457 00935~ l4e6495 o.9361 1" er., 
R 
·14 .• 7534 
1.5.3764: 
1s.9994 
· 1~.6225 
17 .. 245:5'. 
17.$685. 
l8es49l6._ 
l9eU46 
19.7376 
20 •. 3607 
20 •. 9837 
2le6067. 
22ei2298 . 
22e8528 
23 •. 47-5-9 
24it0989 
24 .. 7219 
25.3449 
25.9(,80 
26.5-910 
27e2.140 
EIT .DEPENDENT VARIABLE -GROUP 
R=,BASIC VALUE 
RT R RT R 
·o .. 9365 14.8572 0 .. 93&9 14~96.lO 
0-.'938.9 · 15.4802 ·. 0,.9393 1s.5B41 
-o, .• 9,411 . 16.1033 0-•. 9415 16 .• 2071 
0.9,432 ·· 16. 7263 o.-9435· 16 .• 8301 
Oe94Sl .· 17:.3493 Q.9.455 · 17•·4532 
o .• 947-0 .·· n.9724 o.9472 10.0162 
RT•TRA-NSFORMcED VALUE;,;RI (R+U 
RT R RT 
0~9373 .:.15.0649 ·: .0,.9311 
Oe939.7 15•6879 . Q.9400 
o.9418 16.3109 o.9422 
0.9439 16.9340 o.9442 
o._9458 1 '.7.ss10 o.9461 
Oa9475 ·1a.1aoo 0,.9479 
':R. RT•-> ····R, 
l5el687 o.9381_. l-5•2726 .·' 0~9385 
15.791&' o.94-04 •·· i5~B956 o.940B-
l6e4148 0.9~~5> 16,~Sli6 i Oe94Z9 
11.03~8 • 0~9445: 17•l4l7 >oj>944&.i 
17.6609 . ,0.9464: · 1'1~7647/ .· Co:.~467 
18.2939 ;Oe948i · 18e3877~ :: 0~948~- . 
0-~9486 1.0.59:54 0.9489 18-e6992 . o.9492- 18.8·031 . 0.9495. ia .• 9069 o .• 94n ·.·. 19.oioa ' . · .. 0.95.0°Q 
o •. 9so.2 19.2184 .o.9505 
0.-9517 19.8·415·. Oe9520 
Oe:9-531 20a46-4S 0.9534 
o.95·45, 
C>.9557 
-Oe.95-69 
o.9seo 
2le0875 
21.7106 
22.3336 
22 •. 9566 
~9591 23.5797 
o.9547 
0.9559 
o.9571 
o.9~82 
0.9593 
19.3223 Oa9507 · .19.42.61 
19.9453. o.9522 
20.5683 · o. 9536 
21-1914 0.9549 
ZI.-8144 o.9561 
22.4375 0.9573 
23.0605 o._9584 
20.0492 
20.6722 
2le29S2 
21.9183 
22e54U 
23.1643 
o.9s10 19.s3.oo 0.9512 ' i9·U~a:·: 0. 9•:9!U5 ·· 
o.9524 20.1_530 o.95.27 . 2.0.2568 · <>.9529 
o.9538 . 20. 7760 0.9540 .•.• 20.a799 ' . .Oe954i 
o.955·1 
Oe95.63 
o •. 957.5 
o.9$86 
.2le3991 • 
22.0221 
22.645.l 
23.2682. 
o.9553 
Oe9565 
2le5029 :. · :Oe9555 
22el2!>9 o.9567 
0.9577 22.7490 ·o~9_57a 
o.9s8i' . ; ·u~3;2~ 
23 .. 6835 0.9594 23.1814 ·o.9596. 23.s91z: o .. 9598 ·• "2J~9950. 
·. 0,9599·_,; __ .· 
·0.95~9·:· 
o.960l 24.2021 Oe9603 24.3066- Oe9604 24 .. 4104 Oe960_6 24-•5142 :· O'.e9608 . · 2lte6~B{\ : · 0;9609:,: ·. 
0.:9611 '24.8257 Oa96l.2 · 24.;9296 . · 0.9614 · 25 .. 0334 . Oe9615 25.1373. 'Oe9617 , 25.-2·411 ... 
. Q.9620 25e41,t88 · · o.962.l 
o.·9629 ·20.0718. 
Oe9637 
Oe9645 
26.6948 
27 •. 3179 
o.;9630 
0.9638 
o.9646 
25.5526 o.9623 25.6565 o.9624 . 25a7603 ·. o.9626 : 25.;8641' 
26el7S7 o.963"2 · - 26.2795 .. 0.9633 26.3833 0~9634 
26a 7987 Oe9640 . 26• 902.5 Oe9641 · 27eD064 Oe9642. 
27e4217 Oe9648 27e5256 Oe9649 27e629't · Oe96SQ. .27•7~32··>:0,~9'?.51 
I-" 
N 
-.J 
Al?:J?ENDJ;X B-3 
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EJQ DEPENDENT VAR1A13LE GROUP 
R=·BAS l C YALU£· RT•TRANSFORMED.VALUE•LNCR+U 
R RT R RT R RT R .RT R RT R R'i' 
2.129.3 lal408 2.2960 lel-927 2.4627 .1.2420- . 2-·6294 1.2890 2e7961 1 .• 3339 2-·9628 le3769 
3 •. 1295 le418i - 302961. I.4577 3a4628 1.4957· '3<,6295 .1 .. 5324 3e7962 . le5678 .. 3~-9.629 · i.6019 
4-.1.296 .l.6.350 4.2963 1.6670 .4.4629• 1 •. 6979 4116296 - le7280 407963. 1.7572 · 4•9630 . le7855 
s.1297 lo8131 5e2964 le8399 - s .• 4630 1~8661 S-06297 h8915• s.7964 le9164 5 .• 9631 · le9406 
. 6.1298 1.9642 . 6.2965 i.9873 .604632. 2.0099 6o629S ·2aQ320 6e7965 2.0536 6e96.32 2.0748 
7el291) .2.0955 702966 2.11sa ·7.4633 · 2el.357 ·· 7e63·oo 2.1s52 707966 ·2.1143 709633 2111931 
8-al300 .2.-2115 802967. 2e.2296 8~4634 202474 '8e6301 2e2648 
.. 
a. 7968. - 2.2820 8e9634 · 2.29&1) 
9.1301 2e3155 9a2968 2·3318 9e463S 2e3478 . 9.630.2 2e3637 9e7969 2e.3792 9e9635 2.3945 
.. 
10.1302 2a4096 10.2969. 2a4245 10a4636- 2·4391 l0e6303 2e453.6 ·· 10.7970 2e4678 ·10.96H 2•4818 
11.1303 2 .• 4957. 11.2970 2.5093 11.4637 2.5.228 • u.6304 2e5361 n.1911 2.5492 11.9638 2.5621 
12.1304 2eS749 l2a2971 - 2e5875 12·4638 2e6000 l2e6305 2a£>123 1:z.7972 2·6244 12·9639 2e6364 
- 13 .• 1306 2a6483 13.,2972 ·2e6600. 13.4639 2e6716. 13a6306 .· 2e683l · 13e7973 . 2a6.944_ lle964() 2.7056 . 
14.1307. 2.7167. 14.2974 2a7276 14.4640· 2e738i l4e.6307 2a7492 14.7974 -2e7598. 14a9641- 2.110.3 
15.1308 2.7807 .. 15.2975 2.7910 l5e4641 2.8011. 15.63,08 2.a1i2 15.7975- 2.8212 15.9642 2e8311 
16.1309 2.8408 16a2976 2.8505 16e4643 2•8601 16.6309 2aB696 16.7976 2-e8790 16.9643 2e8883 
17.1310 2.s976.·. 17•2977· 2~9067 17.4644 · 2.9158 i7e6311 2.9248 17.7977 2a9337 17e9644 2e9425 
18.1311 2.9513 18.2978 2.9599 18.4645 - 2a968i .· 18.6312 2.9771 18.7979 2.9855 . 18•9645 '2119939 
19·1312. 3.0022 19.2979 3.0105 l9a4646 3.0186 · 19.6313 3e026·8 19.7980 3e0348 19a9646 3e0428 
.. 
20.1313 -3.0507 20.2980 3·.0586 20.-4647 3•0664 20~6314 · . 3aQ741 20.7981 3110818 20 .• 1)648 3.089.4 
2la1314 3.0970 21-.2981 3al045 .· 21•4648 3.1119 2h6315 .3.1193 2la7982 3el266 21·9649 3.1339 
...... 
22el315·. 3.,11+n 22.2982 -3.1483 22a4649 3.155; 22.6316 3.1625 22.7983 3.1696 22.9650 
·. 
3el765 N «> 
E/Q DEPENDENT VARIABLE -GROUP 
R=BA:SIC VALUE RT=TRANSFORMED VALUE•LNIR+l) 
R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT 
23.1317 3,18'35 23.29.-83 3.1904 .23.4650 3el972 23.6317 3.2040 23.7984 3.2107 23.9651 3e2174 
24·1318 3e2.241 24.2985 3e-2307 24·4651 3e2373 24e6318 3e2438 24.795:5 3.2.5.03 24•9652 3e2567 
25.1319 3'.2631 25.2986 3.2695 -- 25.4652 3 .. 2758 25.6319 3 .• 2821 25 .. 7986 3.2883 25.9653 _ 3.2945 
-26.13.20 3e.3007 26.2987 3 .• 3068 26.4654 . 3.3129 26.6320 .3.3189 26.7987 3.3249 26 .• 9654 3.3309 
27.1321 3.3369 27.2988 3.3428 - - -27.46-55 3,3486 _ 27.6322 3.3545 27.7988 3.3603 2709655 3e3661 
28.1322 3.3718 28.298'9 3e377S. 28.4656 3,3832 28.6323 3e3888 28.7989 3.3944 28.9656 3.4000 
29.1323 3.4055 29.2990- 3e4lll '29.4657 3:.41•66 29.6324 3e4220 29.7991 3e4274 29e9657 3.;4328 
30el324 3-.4382 30.2991 3 .• 4435 30e465B 3e4489 30.6325 3.4541 30.7992 3e4594 30 .• 9659 3,4646 
3lel325 3.469-8 3le2992 3.4750 31.4659 3.4801· 31.6326 3.4853 31 •. 7993 3.4904 3109660 3,4954 
32.1326 3.5005 32.2993 3 .• 5055 32.4660 3.5105 32:.6327 305154 32.7994 3.5204 3209661 3e5253 
. 3301328 3.5302 33.2994 3.5351 . 33.4661 3.5399 330-6328 3.5448 33. 7995. 3,5.496 33.9662 3,5543 
34,1329 3..S591 34.2995. 3. 5-638 3404662 3.5685 34.6329 3.5732 34.7996 305779 34.9663 3.5825 
35.13.30 3e5872 35.2997 3.5918 35.4664 3.5963 35.6330 3e6009 35.7997 3e6054 35.9664 3,6100 
36.1331 3.6145 36.2998 3e618·9 36.-4665 _- 3.6234 36.6331 3.6278 36.7998 3.6323 36e9665 3,6367 
37,1332. 3,6410 37o2"J99 306454 37,466-6 3e6497 _ 370-6333 3e654l 37.7999 306584 37,9666 3.6627 
38.01333 306669 38.3000 306712 38.4667 306754 3806334 306796 38.8000 3.6838 3809667 .306880 
39013-34 3.-6922 39.3001 3.6963 39e46:68 3.7004 3906335 307045 3908002 3.7086 3909668 307127 
4001335 307168 4003002 3. 120-s 4004669 307248 4006336 307289 40.8003 3.7329 4009670 307368 
-- -41.1336 3.740.8 4.l.3'003 3.7447 41.4670 3.7487 41.6337 3•7526 41.08004 3.7565 4.la9671 307604 
42,.1337 3.7643 42,3004 3-o 7681 42,4671 3.7720 42.6338 3.775'8 42.8005 307796 42,9672 307834 ..... 
c,J 
4301339· 3.7872 43 .• 3:005 307909 43.4672 307947 - 43.6339 307984 430.8006 308022 43.9673 3.8059 0 
.µ>FENDIX B .... 4 
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1'\IT DEPENDENT VARIABLE GROUP 
. . . 
R=BASlC V.ALUE RT•TRANSFORM£D VALUE•SQRT(RI 
R Rl R RT. R R'f R RT R RT· R- -RT 
0 .. 4-oz.a o.6'347 o .• 4754 0-•6895 .· ·.0.5480 · ·Oe-1402 o.6,20:5 0.~7877 o.6.9.31 o.sj25 0·7656 Oe8750 
'OeB3"82. o .• :,i:s.s. 0.9107 0.,9543 ·0.-9833 Oe9916 1.osss. 1.021s 1-.1284- 1.0622 l.2.009 la0958 
1 ... 273;5- 1 .. 12&-s la3460 . 1 .•. l:602 1.418-6 1.1910- 1.4911 1.2211 la5637 la2S04 la6363 1.2191 
l.i70S8 1.30-72 l.7.81-4 la,334& 1.-8539 1.3616 lo9265 1.3.879 1.9990 le4138 2a0716 lo4393 
.2.1441 l.-4.-642 2.a.21.61 ·. l-«488.8 2.2892 ·1osuo 2.3618 1.5368 2.43-43. '],115002 2e5069 le5833 
2.5'79~ l.6.06-0 2.6.5,20 l:a-fi285 2,.7245 la6506 2a7971 la6724 208697 la6940 2a9422 la7153 
. 3.-0148 l.73:63 . :3.0873 .l.7570 3-.1599 · lca7776 3.2321.+. 1.7979 · 3e.3050 la8179 3a3775 · la8378 
3:a450l 1.8574 3a5226 la-876S 3.5952 !.'5961 3a6677 la915l 3a740.3 la-9339 3a8128 le9526 
3e8:854. i--:9711" 3·.-9.5,79 1..9894 - 4 .. 0,3.o·s . -2.:-0'.076 4al031 - 2.0256 4.1756 2a0434 4a2482 2ti06ll 
4a3.207 2a0786 4a39.33 2a0960 4a4658 2el-132 4-a5_384 2.a,1303 4a6i09 2al473 4a6835 .2a l64l · 
4e,7560: 2·.1soe, 4a8286 2.1974 4.9011 2•2.138 4a9737 2.2301 s.01t.62 2e2463. Sa 1188 . 2 .. 2624 
5.191;,· 2.2784 s.2639 2··294:3 · S-.3365 2.noo 5.4090 2.3257 s.4816- 2a3412 5a554l_·· 2e35"67 
•. 
5"-..62'67 2 .• 3720 Sa699·2 2e3873 5.7718 2a4024 5a8443 2a4l75 5a9169 2a4324 Sa9894 2e4473 
6a0'620 2.4621 6.1345 2.476& 6.2071 2.4914 -6.2796 2.5059 .6.3522 2.52.03 6a4247 2a5.347 
6··4973 2e5489 .6-a5699 2e563l _f,-.6424 2.5112 6.7150 2a5913 6·7875 2.6052 6•8601 2·6191 
6.9326 2.632.9 1.-0:os2 2a6-46 7 7~0777 2 .• 6604 7el503 2a6740 1.2228 2 • .6875 7.2954 2.1010 
7e3:6-79 · ·2.1144 7.440:5 2-a7277 1.51c30·_ 2e7410 ·1.5-&'56 2e7542 7a6582 2_.76".73 7 ... 7307 ·2 .. 7804 
7.8033 .2-a7934 1.·a1csa 2a8063 7-.948,4 · 2·8192 s.0209 . 2.832.l a.0935 2e8449 8elp60 2e8S76 
.. 
tt.238.6 2a'8Til3 . s.3·1u · 2a8829· 8e3837 2e8954 . ·a.4562 2e9-07'9 s.52aa· 2a9204 8 .• 6013 · 2a9328. 
Se,6739 2.945-1 8-~7464 2a9574 80819·0 2.9696 a.8916 2a9818 8a964l 2.9940 9e0367 .3.0061 
-c,.:) 
~J.l,092 3,.0181 9:el818 .3.0301 9•2543 3.0420 9a3269 3.0540 9a3994 3.0658 9a4720 3e0776 .I:\:) 
Mli DEPEND£N T \I AIU A:BLE GROUP 
R•S:ASIC VALUE RT=TRANS·FORME.D. VALUE•SQ.RT C RI 
R RT R RT R RT R RT R .RT R RT 
.·9·~5445 3e,0894 9e617l 1.1011 ·9·6896 3ell28· 9 .• 762.2 3.el.2•44 9e8.347 3 •. 1360 .9.9073 3el475 
9.,979·8 .3 .• 1590 10.0524 3.1705 10-.1250 3.1819 10;.,.197.5· 3•1933 10.2101 3e..2047 .10.3426 •.. 3e2l60 
l0,e·4l.52 3 .. 2212 10,4.877 ·3.238'4 10.5603 3,2496 14),,632-ll- 3 .. 26,08 10,7054 3e2719· . io .• "in:9 3·2829 
10,8505 3,o29,40 10.9230 3.3050 10.9956 3e3159 l.1.0681, 3,3268 ll el407 . 3 .. 3377 -.U•.2132 303486 
lJ: .• 285'8 3.3-594 Ue-3584- 3.3702 l.1~4309 3-e3'809 ·11.5.035 3-..391.6 11.5760 3.4023 ll·-64'86 · 3.4130 
11.1:211 3,4236 11.7937 3,4341 ll.8·662 .3.4447 11 .. 9388 3,,4552 12,0113 3 .. 46.57 12,0839 3 •. 4761 
l2e-l564 3.48·&6 12,.2290 3,.4970· 12--3015 3,.5073 12-.3741 3-··5176 lh-4466 3.5279. 12,5192 ·, 3 .• $3.82 
12.5918 3.5484 12 .• 6·64.3 3.5587 ·1.2~ 736'9 3•5688 -·12 .. 5.094. 3.,5790 12,.8820 305891 12·9545 · 3e5992 
13.0271 3,6093 13,0996 3.6193 13 .. 17.2,2 . 3.62:9·.3. l'.h2447 3.6393 13 .• 3173 3e6492 13.3898 3e659Z 
l3e4624 3e6691 13.5349 3.•6789 l.3-.6075 3,,6888 13,6800 3.,69,86 13.7526 3.7084 - u.s252 · 3.7182 
13.8977 3,7.279 1.3.9703 3~7376 14.0428 3,7473 · 14.1154 3 .• 75.70 i4-,l879 3.7666 l4e2605 3,7763 
14.3330 3. 7859 14,40.56 3.7954 l4e478i .3.8,050 14.5507 3.81'45 14~6232 3 .• 8240 14,,695.8 3e833$. 
l4e7,683 308429 14.-8409 3.8523 14 •. 913,4 3e8617 l4e9860 3,8711 He-0586 3e8805 l5el3ll 31t889.8 
15 .• 2,ol1 3.8991 15,2762 3a.9084 15.348.S 3.9177 15:.4213 3 .• 9270 15.4939 3.9362 l5e5664 3,94S4· 
iS.6390 3,.9546 1.5 • 7 l l.5 3.9637 15-7841 3,9729 15.8566 3~982.0 15·92'92 3e99il u,.0011 .-4.0002 
16 .• 0743 4,0-092 l6el469 4e0183 · l6·e2194 4.,0211· 16.2920 400363 16.3645 4.,.0453 . 16,,4371 4e0542 
16,.5096 ,4.~0632 16 .. 5822 4 .. 0721 16 • .6547 4,.,0SH) 16,7273 .• 4.Q.899 16.:7:9'98 4.0987 16118,724 ·4el0'76 
16,,9449 4ell64 11.0175 ,4.1252 11.-09.00 ,4,1340 17.1,626 4el427 , n.2351 4,1515 17e-3077 4el602 
17,,380.3. ,4 .• 1-t,,8·9 17.4-528 4.1776 17 .. 5254 4el863 ·17.5979 4, 19-4'9 11 •. 6705 4 ... 2036' l7.7430 4e2122' 
1.7.81.56 4112208 17.8881 4 .•. 2294 17 .. 9.607 4,2380 18.0332 4e.2465 1.a.io5e 4,.2.55,o· 18..1783 ·4e2636 .,... 
c.., 
1'8.2509 4.2721 18,.3234 4,2805 '18 .. 3960 4.28.90 18~4685 'h2975 ia.5411 4,3059 18·6137 
c.., 
4e3143 
.AJ?PEND~X B-5 
TABUii.AR V .ALUES FOR· THE. M/Q 
DEPENDENT Vl\RIABLE 
134 
. M./Q DEPENDENT VARIABLE GROUP 
R:;:BASIC VALUE . RT=TRAN.SFORMED VALUE•LNCL.NC,R+l 11 
R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT. R RT 
1·06.27 -0.3229 1.1211 -0.2813. lel915 -0.242i· le25-60 -0.2062 1·3204 -001722 le3849 -oo.1402 
l-04493 -0.1100 lo5l38 -0,.0814 le.57.82 · -0.0543 lo.6426 -0.0266 1.1011 .-000041 le7715 000192. 
1.8360 o_.0415 1-9004 Oe0628 le9649 000832 200293 001028 200937 Ool2J.6 201582 .0.1397 
·2 .2226 0.1,11 202871 Ool739 203515 0.1901 2e4l60. ·0.2057 2e4804 0.2208 205448 002354 
206.093 002496 206737 Oe2633 2.7382 002765 2 . -802-6 Oe2'894 2e8671 003019 2··9315 :003141 
2.9959 003259 300604 0.3373 3ol248 0~3485 3ol893 0.3594 3 ..• 2537 ·-o.3700 303182 Oe3S.03 
3.3826 o .• 3904 3.4470 0.40.02 · .3o51l5 0.409.B . 305759 o;.4192 ·. · 3e6404. 004284 3e704C5 o;.4373 
3e7693 0.4460 3.8.337 004546 308981 0.4630 3·9626 0.4712 4.0270 o.4792 400915 Oolti70 
401559 004947 402204 . 005023 4·2848 . . .0.;5097 4o34'92 · Oe5169 404137- 0~.5241 4o4'1U 0.5310 
405426 0.5379 406070 005446 4o67H, 005512 4.7359 005577~ -4 .. 8003 005641 40861+8 005703 
409292 Oo5765 409937 o.sa26 5.0581 0.5885 5el226 005944 50.1870 Oe600l 5·2514 006058' 
5.3159 Oo6ll4 5.3803 006169 5e4448 006223 5e5092 o.6276 s.5737 Oot.329 506381 006380 .. 
507025 o.6431 s.1610 · o.6481 5.8314. o.-6531 508959 -0.6580 ·5•9&03 o.6628 fle0248 0116675. 
6e0892 0.6722 6el536 O o.6 768 6.ztai. Oe6813 602825 0.6858. 6e3470 o.6902 6114.114 0116946 
6.4759 o .. 6989 605403 0.1032 606047 o.101c. 6.6692 o.111s 607336 0,.7i5& 6e7981 .. . Oe7197 
"6.8625 0.1231 6.9270 0.1210 f,~9914 0.7315 .7.0558 0.13_54 7 e 1203 0117392 7el847 0117430 
702492 o.7467 7.3l36 0.1504 7.3781 o.7540 "7.4425- o.7576 705069 0.1612 705714 Oo764·7: 
706358 o.7682 · 7o 7003 0.1116 7;7647 o.11so 7e8292 0.07784 7e8936 o.1a11 · 7e9581 0117850 
5.022s 00788.3 a.QB69" o .• 7915 .B.1514 0.1947 · a.2155' o.;1919 '.5.;2503 0118010 a.3447 . 0118041 
8 .. 4092 o.s-012 . 804736 0.0102 805380 Oe8132 ~.6025 Oe8162 8e6669 .0.8192 a.1314 0118221 
-' c., 
a.195a o.s2so · 8.08603 o.a219 8.9247 0.8307 8e9891 008335 · 9e0536 :0118363 9111180 0118391 CJ1 
MIQ DEPENDENT VARIABLE GROUP 
R=BASI~ VALUE RT,..TRANSFOijMED VALUE•LNiLN(R+l I I 
R RT R RT 'R RT .R RT R .· RT ··R- RT : 
·9,o.1825 o.o84ls '9.2469 o.0·8445 9,.3.114 .Q.8472 90375.8 008499 9e4402 ci.8525 . 9•5047 Oe8$51 
905691.. o.;,;a511 906336 Oo.8.603 9.6980 o.8629 9 .. 76.25 O,eS-654 . 9.82·69· o.a679 90891:i . -0.8704 
9.95:58_:·- o .• s1z9. 10.0202 D,08753 · · Hlo0847 008777 l.Ool-491 Oe.8801 l-0·2136 . OoS825 . 10027:80 Oe8S49 
1.0 .. 3.4~4 o.s.812 10.4069 008896 .. 10.4713 Oe8919 lOe-5358 0.894.Z 1ci.ocoo2 o.8965 10 .. 6647 008987 
.. 
Hi., 7291 0~9010 10.7935 ,0.-9-032 10~6580 o.9054 . l.0.9224 o_ •. 9_076 10.9869 0.9097 1.1.05fa ·0.9119 
11..11.sa 0 .• 9140 ll.ol.802 o.9102 llo2446 0-.9183 ll-.3091 o.9.zo4. 11.3735 0-09224 lh4380 009245 
11•5024 0-.926-&·· lle.5669 .O<e 9286 · lio.6.3!3 009306 'llo6957 0'o·9326 lh7602 ;0.9346 llo8.2·46· · · 009366 
il .. 8891 o •. 9385 11.9535 o .• 9405 12.ou10 00942'4 1,2.0824· 0.9444 1201468 00946:3 12.2113': 009482 
12 02751 0.,9500 1.2 .3.402 o.9519 1204-046 o.9538 12.4691 0.9556 1.2.5335 009574 . 1205979 .·· 009593 
1.2 .. 6624 o.96U 12.7268 0.9629 12~7913 o._9647 12.·8"557 0.9664 12092-02 .. 0.-9-682 .· l2e9846 ,().9700. 
13 .•. 0490 0.9717 13.1135 0.9734 13.1779 o.9751 · 13.2424 o.9769 .13.30-68 o .• 9786 13.3713 . Oe9802 
13 .• 4357 o.~9819 13 •. 5001 0.983·6 13.5646 o .• 985,2 13 .. 6290. · 0.98:69 13.6935 o.<Jaa5 l3e.7.57·9 . 009902 
130822~ - o.9918 13.8868 0.9934 1309512 0.9950 14.0157 o.9966 14.050.1 Oo99Bl l4ol446 0.9.991 
1402090 l.0013 14 •. 2735 1,.00.28 l,4.3379 1.0044 14.4023 1 .• 005'9 · 14.4668 lo0074 l4e5312 1.-0089 
14.:5957 1.010:s 14.6601 1. 012·0 14. 7246 1.0134 140789.0 loOl.49 · 14.8535 le0l64 1409179 loOl,79 
.. 
.·.· 
14 .. 9823 1.-0193 15.0408 1.0208 15.1112 1.0222 15.1757 1.0231_ .1502401 1.0251 l.5e3046 · 1.0265 
'1$.3690 1.0219 · 15.4334 1 .•. 029.3 
.• 
15..4979 le0307 15.o.5623 lo032.l 15.6268, .. · -1.033.5 · 15.o69li' .·· .. 1.0349 
1507557 la03-c2 15.8201 l.0376 15.8845 . 1.0390 15a94:'J-O li,0403 UuOl34 1•041:6 1600779 . li104.30 
i'6 o 1423 .· l.0443 16.2068 1.0456 1602712 i.o4o'9: 16.3356' 1.04a2 · 16.4001 1-~0495 · l6e4645 .. .i.osoa ... 
1605290 . 1.0521 16.5934 1.0534 16.6579 1.0547 l.6. 7223 1.0559 16.7867 .i.:0572 ·.lfu8512 1 .. 0.sas !-" 
16.'Jl:>6 1.0597 16.9501 1.0610 1700445 1.06:22 • 11 .. 10'90 l.0634 17~1734 100646. 
c.o 
1102378 le0.659 .• a., 
APPENDIX· B-q 
TABULAR V .ALUES FOR TH:$ Q/T 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
137 
.Q/T DEPEN.DENT VARIABLE GROUP 
R=6ASIC VALVE RT=TRANSFORMED VALUE•LN(R+l) 
R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT 
o.1466 0.1368 0.1548 0.1439 Oel630 o.1s10 .0.1112 o.1s80 Oel79.3 O .. l.650 o ... u1s Oel 719 
001957 0.1181 0.-2039 Ool855 0.2120 001923 0.2202 Ool990 0.2284 - 0.2057 o.2366 0.2123 
o.2447 0 .• 2109 o.2529 0.2.255 0.2011 0•2320 Oo2·693 0 .. 2384 0.2114 002448 o .. 2as6 o.2s12 
Oe2938 002576 003020 002639 · 0.3101 0 .• 2101 o.31a3 0.2763 Oe.3.265 o.2a2s Oe.3347 002887 
0034.28 002948 Oo3510 o.3008 Oe.3592 Oo.3069 o.3673 0.3129. o .• 3755 o.·31sa Oe38.37 0-·3247 
o.o.3919 003306 004000 Oo33o5 o.4os2 0.3423 004164 Oa348l Oe4246 Oo.3539 004327 Oe3596 
OoA409 003653 004491 003709 004573 ().3765 o.4654 0.3621 o.4736 0.1877 Oe4818 Oe.3932 
0 .4900. Oo3987 0.4981 004042 o.5063 0.04096 o. 5145 004151 Oe5227 Oe4204 Oe5308 0·4258 
Oo5390 o .• 4311 o.5472 0.4364 o.5554 0.4417 o.5635 0.4469 o.s111 o.4521 0.5799 0.4573· 
005880 004625 o • .s%2 004676 006044 . Oo4727 -0061.26 Oo4778 Oe6207 Oe482.9 006289 Oe4879 
o.6371 0.4929 0.6453 0.4979 0.6534 o.502s o.6616 Oo5078 0.6698 0.5121 Oe6780 Oe5176 
Ooo€6l o.5224 0.6943 o.sz73 o.102s o.sn1 0.1101 005369 Oo 7188 o.5416 Oo 7270 o.5464 
0.7352 0.55U o.7434 o. 5558 0.1515 005605 007597 o.5651 o.7679 Oe5698 Oe77o0 0.5744 
o. 7842 005790 o.7924 o.5835 0.8006 0.5881 oosos1 0.5926 Oe8169 Oa597l o.s2s1 Oe,6016 
-Oe8333 o~.sos1 o.8414 006105 008496 Oe6150 008578 o.6194 008660 Oe6238 Oe874l Oe6281 
0.8823 0.6325 0.8905 0.6368 008987 006411 o.9068 0.6454 o.9150 0.6497 0.9232 0.6540 
009314 o.5582 o.9395 0.6624 0-.9477 0.6666 0.9559. o.&1os -o.9640 o.01so Oe'9722 0·6791 
0.9804 o.6833 o. 9e.86 0.6874 Oo99&7 Oo6915 1 .. 0049 006956 1.01;1 o.6996 1.0213 Oe7037 
1.0294 0 .. 1011 l.0376 oon1a 1.0458 o.11sa lo0540 0.1191 1.0621 0.7237 le070.3 0.1211 
1.0785 o.7316 1.0867 o. 7355 1.0948 · 007394 1.1030 o.7433 1 .. 1112 o.7472 1.1194 Oe75ll ...... 
c...:, 
lo.1275 0.1549 1.1357 o.1saa 101439 o.7626 101s21 o.7664 1·1602 0.1102 1·1684 0.1140 CX) 
.Q.JT OEPf)N,ll€NT .VAIHABL£ GROUP 
R:;BA.lC VALUE . RT.af.fiANSFORMEO VAWE•UHR+l l 
R RT .. ·: R ~T ·R :RT R RT R RT R RT 
lel766 .o .• 7777 lel847 o.1au 1·1929· o.ns.2 i.2.0.11 o.7sa9 1.2093 o.79:26 1.-2174 Oe7963 
la2256 o •. aooo · 1 .. 2338 o •. ao31 1.2420 a.son 1.2501 · o .• a.110 lo2583 0.•8:146 1·266S Oe8182 
1.2747 o ... 82.lS 1 •.. 2828 · o .• a.is1+ 1·2·'H0 · 00829-0 1 .. 2992 0,8325 1.3074 .o.,836.l 1103155 o.&396. 
1 •. l237 o.ai+31 l.33.19 o.8466 1-3401 Oo850l le3482 0.8536. le3564 :o .• ·8571 . 1~3646 o~aooo 
l-~3727 o.8640· 1.3809 o.a61, 1.3.891 0~8709 ,1.3,973 o .•. a.14:, lo4054 o .• ,,rin 1•4136. .o.asu 
le42l8 o •. &a45 i.4300 o.ss1s l-4381 0.8912 1.4463 . o.a946 ·1 .. 4545 · 0.8979 1.·4627 0.9012 
1.47.08 .· 0.90·45 l.4790. o,,.907a l-4872 0 .. 9111 1.4954 ·o.914it 1·5035 0.9111 1-5117 · 0.920, 
leSl99 o.9242 · 1.52a1 009274 1.5362 · '(i.9306 le5444 0.9339 le5526 Oa937l h56.0&. o •. 9403 
.. 
1 .• 5689 0.9435 i.5771 009466 l.5853 .· o.9498 .l .5934 0.9530 le6016 o •. 9561 l.6098 Oe9592 
1.6180 0.9624 l·e.6261 o.·96·ss 1··6343 9 .. 9.686 . 1.6425 · o·.9717 1.6507 o.9748. .1·6·58:8 ··0.9779 
1.6670 0.9809 le6752 .0.9840. l.6834 o.9870: 1.6'915 0.,9901 1.6997. .· ,0.9931 le7079 0.9961 
.l .. 7.1.61 o .• 9991 i.7242 1.0022 :1. 7324. 1 .. oos2 1.7406 1.ooa1· .1.7488 l.Olll 1.7569 1 .• 011+1 
1.7651 1 .. 0110 •.• 7733 1.0200 h 7814 1.0229 ·1.7896 1 .. 0.259 1.7978 1.0288 1.80(>0 la03H 
1 .. 8141 1~034.6 1.8223 1.0375 1.8305 · 1.0404 1.8387 1.0433 1.8468 1.0462 le8550 1·0490. 
l.:S632 l •. 0519 1.8714 1 .. 0548. 1.8795 l.OS76 · 1.8877 le,0604 le8959 1.0633 1.9041· · 1 .• 0661 
1.9122 l e0(a.S9 .1.9204 1.07.l 7 . 1.9286 l.;074i . 1.9368 1.0773 .. 1 .• 9449 1.oa.01. 1.9531 1.oa.,s 
.. 
: 
l e9613. 1.0,85.6·· ·. 1.9695 · le08·83 1 .. 9774 . .1,.0911 ·1.9&58 le093.8 .1-9940. le0966 · 2.0021 . :1~'0993 
2.:0.103 1.1020 2 •. 01as· 1 .. 1047 2·0267 .· · ~.1074 2 .• Q'348 1.1101 2·0430 loll28 · .2.osu 1.uss 
.2.0594 1 .• 11a2 2•0675. 
.. 
1.1208 2iiOr57 1.12n 2.os39 1 ... 12(,2. 200921 1.l288 . 2.1002 l·llllt 
.. 
2.1.084 1.1341 2.1166 · l-.1367 201248 .·. 1·1393 2o·l3·29: 1•1419 · 2~1411 1•1445· 2•1493 1.-1471 ....... 
1.1575 ... ·. 2.i901 Ci.:J 2elS75 1,.1497 2·1656 1.1523 ?·1738 1.1549 2.1820 1.1600 2.1ta, · h1626 .· co 
APPENDIX B-7 
TABULAR VALUES FO~ THE E/T 
JNDEPENDENT V.ARIIU3LE 
140 
EIT INDEPENDENT VARIABLE GROUP 
RcBASlC VALU'E RT•TRANSFORMED VALUE•SQRTCRlltR+Oe61 
ff RT R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT 
o.142s o.s.osa 0.1449 Oo5Uo Ool469 o.5131 o,.14.89 o.-s152 Oo l.509 o.5173 0.1529 Oe5193 
Oel549 o •. s.213 0.1.569 005233 o.1ss9 Oa5253 0.1609 0.5212 0.1629 .0.5291 0•1649 Oe5309 
.0.1669 0.5321 o.1689 Oe.5345 001109 o.5363 0 .• 1129 o.53so 0.1149 0.5397 0.1110 o.5414 
0.1190 o.5431 o.1s10 0-o 5'447 Oel830 o.5463 o.1sso o.5479 Oel870 0.5494 ().1890 o.5s10 
Oel910 o.s-szs Oal930_ o.5540 0.1950 0.5554 0.1970 o.ss69 Oel990 o.5saa 0.2010 0.5597 
0.2030 Oa.5611 O-a-2050 i>-.56.25 OoZ0.70 o.5638 0.2090 o.5651 0.2.111 Oe-S664 0·2.131 o.5677. 
o.21s1 o.5.69,0 0.2111 o.s102 002191 o.s114 - -002211 - -o-.5726 Oe2231 o.s13a o.2_251 0. 05750 
Oo-2271 o.s:1-61 0.2-291 o.5773 0.2311 o.5784 0.2331 o.5795 o.23s1 -o.5806 Oe2371 0.5111 
Oe2391 o.ss21 0.2411 o.sa3a 0.2431- o.5848 0.2452 o.·5s5s 002472 OeH68 Oe-2492 Oe5878 
o.2s12 o • .sasa 0.2532 Oo5897 o.2s52 o.5907 0.2572 o.5916 0.2592 Oe5925 Oe-2612 0.5934 
0.26.32 0.5943 0 ... 2652 Oo5952 002672 005961 0.2692 o.59-69 0.2112 0.5977 -0.2732 Oe5986 
o.2n,2 o-.5994 0.2113 0-.6002 0.2193 0.6-010 o.2s13 0.6018 o.2a33 0.6025 0.2.an Oe6033 
o.2a73 0 •. 6040 0.2893_ .0.604.S 0.2913 o.6055 0.2933 o._6062 Oe2953 0.6069 0.2973 -0.6076 
O-e.2993 o.6083 o •. 3013 0.6090 0.3033 -0.-6097 0.3053 0.6103 Oe3073 '0e6ll0 o.3_093 Oe6ll6 
o.3114 0.6122 0.3134 006129 0~3154 o.613'5 0 .. 3111+ Oe6l41 0.3191+ Oe6147 Oe3214 Oe6152 
003234 -0.6158 o.3254 -0.6164 -0.3211+ o.6169 0.3294 o.6175 o.3314 0.-6180 Oe3334 Oe6l86 
0.3354 0.6191 0.3374 0·6196 0.3394 0.6201 003414 Oe6206 0.3434: Oe62.ll (h3455 0.-6216 
Oo.3475 0.6221 0.3495 0-..6226 o.3515 0.6231 0.3535 - o.6.235 0.3;5-s 0.6240 0.3575 Oa6244 
0.3595 0.6249 o.i615 0.6253. o.3635 0.6257 Oe36-S5 0.6261 0.-3675_ _0.6265 O.eff95 Oe6270 
o.3715 o.6274 -o .. 3ns Oe6278 .0.3755 Q .. 6281 o.3776 Oe6285 o.3796 0~6289 Oe3816 Oe6293 
..... 
o.3836 0.6296 Oo3BS6 c.6300 'Q.3876 o.6303 0.3896 Oe6307 0.-3916 Oa63l0 -OeJ9J.6 Oe6314 ~ ..... 
.Ell INDEPENDENT VARIABLE GROUP 
R=BASIC VALUE RT .. TRANSFORMED VALU.E•SQRTIRl/ (R+Oe6J 
R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT 
0.3956 0.63.17 0.3976 o .• 6.320 o.3996 0.6324 0.4·016 o •. 6327 o.4036 o.6330 0··4056 o.6333 
o.4076 6 .. 6336 0.4096. 0.6339 · ·0.4111 o.&342 £) .•. 4137 Oe6.345 Oe4l57 Oe,6347 Oe4.l77 o.6350 
o.4197 0.6353 0.4217 o .• 6355 Q.4237 0.6358 . 0.4251 o.b.361 o.4277 o.636, ·o .• 4297 Oe6366 
o ... 4317 o.6368 0.4337 o.6370 · o.4357 o.6373 . o .• 4.377 o.6375 0.4397 Oe6377 Oe44l.7 Oe6380. 
o.4437 o .•. 6.382 o.4458 Oe63·84 0·4478 o.6386 Oe4498 o.6388 o.4518 Oe6390 0•4538 Oe6392 
Oe4558 0.6394 0.4578 o.t.396 · o.4.598 Oe6398 o, .• 4618. o.6400 Oa463·8 · o.6401 Oe46'58 Oe6403 
o •. 4.678 O.-,t.·405 0.4£>98 o •. 6407 o.4718. 0;6408. ·0.4738 0.6410 o.4758 o.6411 Oe4779 Oe64l3 
0 .• 4799 o.6414 0.4819 Oa6416 o.4839 Oe6417 Oe4859 0.6419 Oe4879 o .. 6420 Oe4899 0·6421 
004919 o.6423 ·0.4939 o.6424 0.4959 0.6,425 o .• 4979 Oa6427 Oa4999 Oa64.28 o.so19 Oe6429 
o.so39 0.6430 :).5059 .Q.b43 l 0.5019 o.6432 o.so99 · o.6433 o.s120 0.6434 Oe5140 .o.6435 
o •. 5160 o.6436 o.518,0 o.6437 0.5200 .Q.6438 0.522.0 ·0.6439 0.5240 o.6440 Oe5260 o.6441 
o.52so 0.6441 o.5300 0.6.442. o.s320 0.6443 o.5340 .0.6444 o.5360 Oe6444 o.s3so 0•6445 
0.5400 006446 o.5420 Oo6·446 o.544.l o.6447 005461 o.6447 o.5481 0.6448 005501 ·Oe6448 
o.55z1 0.6449 o.5541 o .• 6449 o.5561 Oe6450 Oo55.Bl o.6450 Oo560l o.6451 Oe5621 0•6451 
o .• 5641 o .• 6451 o.5661 0.6452 o.5681 o.6452 Oo570l o;.6452 0.5121 Oe.6453 0 • .5741 0·6453 
o.s101 006453 o.51a2 0 .. 6453 o.sao2 Q.6,454 .005822 o.6454 o.5842 Oe6454 Oa5862 o.6454 • 
o.sss2 o.6454 0.5902 o.6454 0.5922 · .0.6454 . 005942 . o •. 6454 o.5962 Oe64·54 Oe5982 Oe6454 
0 .. 6002 006454, 0.06022 006454 o.6042 o.6454 0.06062 Oe6454 Oe6082 Oe:6454 Oe6102 Oe61t54 
0.6123 o.6454 0.6143 o.6454 .0.6163 0.6454 0.6183 0.0454 o.&203 Oe6454 0.6223 o.6453 
0~6243 006453 0.6263 0.-6453 Oa628.3 Oe6453 006303 0.6453' 0·6323 Oe6452 <>•6343 o.6452 
.... 
Oe,6363 o.6452 o.6383 o.6451 o.6403. o.6451 o.6423 Oo64·51 Oe6444 Oe6450 0•6464 Oe61t50 
.i:,. 
N 
APPENDIX B-8 
TABUI,i.AR VALUES FOR THE lVI/Q 
INDEPEN~ENT VARIABLE 
143 
,t,,. .. 
M/Q INDEPENDENT VARIABLE GROUP 
R=BA.SIC VALUE RT,.TRANSFORMED VALUE•LNIABSI IX/A*it'X)llU/AHXl-•. 5367) 11 
R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT 
-3.96S·4 -0 .• 1269 -3.9331 -0.1279 -3 •. 9008 -0.1289 -3.8685 .. 0.1299 -3.8361 -0.1309 -3.8038 -0.1319 
·-3.7715 -0.1330 -3.739.2 -·Ool34l -:3.7.()6•8 -Ool352 -3 •. 6745· ·-0.1363 -3.6422 -0.1374 -3;;6099 ·-0.1386 · 
-3.5775 -0.1397 -3.5452 -0.1409 -3.512.9 -0.1421 -3.4806 -0.1434 -3.4482 -001446 · -3.-·4159 -0.1459 
-3.3636 -0.1472 -3.3513 -0 .• 1465 ·-3.3189 -Ool498 -3.2866 ·-0.1512 -3.2543 -0.1526 -3·2220 -0·1~40 
-3.1896 ·-0.15.55 -3.1573 -0.1569 -:!.1250 -Ool:S84 · ;..3.0926 -0.-1600 -3.0603, -o.1·6U -:!.0280 -0.1631 
-2.9957 -0.1647 -.2.9633 -0·1664 -2 .• 9310 -0.1681 -2.8987 -o·.1698 -2.8664 -0.1716 -2.8340 -o;,1734 
-2 •. 8017 -0.1752 -2.7694 -o.i1·11 -2. 737i -o.i790 -2.7047 -o .• ·1s10 -2.6724 -0.1830 -2.6401 -o.1uo 
-.2.6078 ·-0 •. 1871 -2.5754 -Ool892 -2.5431. -0.1914 -205108 -0,.1937 -2.41·85 -0.196-0 -2.4461 -0.1983 
-2.4138 -0.2001 -2.3815 -0.2032 -2.3491 -0.2057 -2.3168 -0.2083 -2.i645 -0.2110 -2.2522 -o.2137 
-2.2198 -0.2165 -2.1875 -0.2194 -2.1552 -0.2223 -2 .. 1229 -0.2253 -2.0905 -0.2285 .-2.0582 •Oo2317 
-2.02.59 -o.2350 -1.99.36 -0.2383 -1.9612 -0.2418 .:-1·9289 -0.2454 -1.8966 -0.2491 -1.8643 -0.2529 
-1.8319 -0.2569 -1.7996 -0.2609 -1.7673 -'0.2651 -1.7350 -0.2695. -l.7026 -0.2739 -1·6703 -o.2.7il6 
-1.6380 -o •. 2.834 .;l.60·57 -0.2883 -1.5733 -0.293i -1 •. 5410 -0.2988 -1.50·8.7 -0.3043 -1.4763 -0.3100 
-1 .• 4440 -o.:H.60 -1.4117 -0.3222 -l.37.94 -o .• 3286 -.l.3470 -0.3353 -1·3147. -0.3423 •1 .• 2824 -0.3495 
-1.2501 -0.3571 -1.2111 -o.3651 -1.1854 -0.3734 -1.1531 -o •. 3a21 -1.12os. -0.3912 -1.os84 -0.4008' 
-l.0561 -0.4108 -1·0238 -0.4214 -0.9915 -0.4326 -0.9591 -0.4443 -0.9268 -0.4568 •Oe8945 -0.4,699 
-0.8622 ·-0.45·39 -0.8298. -0~4957· -o.79'75 -o.5145 .-0.7652 -o.5314 -o.n2s -0.5494 ·-0.7005 -0.5687 
. -0.6682 -0.5895 -0.6359 -0.6119 -0.6035 ·.;..o.6361 -0.5712 -0.6624 -o.5389 -0.6910 -o.S066 -o.n21t 
-0.4742 -o.7568 -0.4419 -0.7949 . -0.4096 -0~8373 · -o .• 3773 •0.8847 -0.3449 -0.9383 -0 .. 3126 -0.9993 
-0.2803 -1.:0696 -0.2480 -1.1,u ;..0 .. 2156 -1.2494 -0.1833 -t.3678 -O.l!HO -1 .• 5159 -o.ua1 -1.7086. 
.... 
-o.oe.63 -1.9759 -0.0540 -2.3914 -0.0211 . -3.2465 o.01os -3.9048 
. ' 0.0429 -2.4426 Oe0752 -i.813i ~ ~ 
M/Q IN.DEPENDENT VARIABLE GROUP 
R=BASIC VALUE RT=TRAl'tSFORM.ED VALUE=LNIABSI IXIA**XI IHX/AHXl-e!i3671 I I. 
R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT R RT.··•·. 
0 .. 1075 -1.3·535 0.1399 -1.0424 0.11.22 -0.7496 Oe.2045. -0.4847 Oe2368 -0 .• 2356 0~~692 Oe0063 
0.3015 Oe2485 o.3338 o.4982. o.3.661 o. 7643. .0.398.S la059l Oe4308 la4035 Oe4631 · ... 1.8402 
o.4'954 2 .. 4·868 o.5278 4.0842 o.s601 3.1737 o.5924. ,2 .• 3631 o.6247 la9S90· . Oe657l. 1.6968 •.. 
o.68'94 1 • .s:011 0.1211 1.3609' o.7.540 le2437 o.7864 le 1471 .0.8187 1.0656 Oe8Sl0 0.9959 
· o •. 8834 o •. 9353 o.9157 o. 8821 Oa9480 o .• 8349 o.9803 o.7928 1.0121 o .. 7549 le-0450 ·. · :0.120 •. · 
1 •. 0773 0.6894 lel096 o.6609 1.1420 0 .. 634-8 lel743 0.6106 le2066 o .• sss3 1·238.9. Oa5677 
le2713 1.3036 o·. 53.0S i.3359. o.s137 le3682 0.4979 le4006 
. . 
o.4&31. ·1•4329 · Oe4692 . o.5484 
le4652 o.4561 1.4975 o.4437 1·5299 o.4320 le5622 0.4208 1.~945 Oe4l03 le62.68.·. ·0.400, 
1.6592 0.3907 1.6915 o.3816. lo7238 0.3729 1.7562 o.3.647 1.7885 Q.3567 la8208 Oe3492 
le8531 o •. 3419 1.8855 o. 334'9 le.9178 · o.3282 le 9501 o.321.8 le9824 Oe3l56 2·0148 0·3097' 
2 •. 0411 0.3040 2.0794 0.2985 2.1111 o.2932 2.1441 0.2880 2el764 0.2831 2a2087 Oe2783 
2.2410 o.2n1 2.2734 o.2692 2.3057 0.2649 2.3380 0.2607 2a3703 Oa2S67 2•4027 0.-25,27 
2.4350 o.2489 2.4673 .0.,452 2.4997 0.2416 . 2.5.320 0.2382 2·5643 0.2348 2aS966. 0.23U · 
2.6290 o •. 22a3 2.661.3 0.2252 2.6936 0.2222 2. 7259 Oe2i92 2.7583 0.2163 2e7906 0.-2135 
2.·8229. o •. 21os - 2.ss52 0.2082 2.887.6 Oe2056 2.9199 0.2031 · 2e.9522 - 0.2006 2·9845 o.19az· 
3.0169 Ool958 300492 .Q.1935 3.0815 0.1913 3ell38 0.1891 3.1462 o.u10 3al78S 0.1S49 
3e2T08 o.1829 3e243l o .• 1so9 3.2755 Oe.l 789 303078 .. 0.1770 3e3401 ·0.1751 · _ la3725 . Oel733. 
3 .. 4048 Ool715 3.4371 Ool697 3.4694 Oel680 305018. Oel6.63 3 .• 5341 0.1647 .3•5664 Oel630 
3e5987 001615 306311 0.1599 306634. -0.1584 3.6957 Ool569 3e72BO -0~ 1554 3·7604 Oe.15J9 
3 .• 7927 001525 3.8.250 001511 :.h8:5H Ool498 3.8897 Ool484 3~9220 o • .1471 3.-9Slt3 _ -- _ o.1u8 ._., 
4.0i90 OalJ85 .. 
. .i:=.: 
3.9866 o.1445 Ool433 4.0513 _ 0.1421 · 4.0836 Oel409 4ell60 Oal397 4•1483 Ul' 
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